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The visual structure of galaxies, their morphologies, reveal a lot of information about the ongoing
physical processes in galaxies. Galaxies interact gravitationally with each other, so the effects of
the environment can be studied via galaxy structure. Galaxy structure can be studied by fitting
analytical light profile functions to the observed images. The fitting is based on an assumption
that the shape of the galaxy can be described by certain analytical forms. This kind of parametric
studies can be done using the GALFIT software. As a result, these fitted models give values for
the fundamental parameters describing galaxy size, shape and brightness.
In this Master’s thesis I introduce GALFIT as a tool for structural studies and morphological clas-
sifications of galaxies. I have gathered a sample of group member spiral galaxies in multiwavelength
Hubble Space Telescope CANDELS survey data. I have completed detailed multicomponent and
multiwavelength fits for 9 galaxies from the sample of 73 galaxies. The results are used to study
stellar mass-to-light ratios and star formation using galaxy colors. Also a variety of asymmetry
measurements are calculated for a subsample of these 9 galaxies. The results imply that the fitting
process should be unified to measure similar comparable parameters for the entire sample.
I have used my knowledge in GALFIT in a study of galaxies in the infalling groups observed in
LoCuSS survey by completing bulge-to-disk decomposition fitting for a sample of several hundred
galaxies. The sample galaxies are classified based on the Sérsic indices from my fits and tests verify
the classification. The results imply that the effect of mass-quenching is negligible in the infalling
galaxy groups. The results also imply that the star-forming galaxies are more elongated than the
passive ones, and that the bulge luminosity of the star-forming galaxies rise towards the center of
the cluster, however with a low statistical significance.
GALFIT is capable of producing images based on the initial input parameter values if it’s not used to
fit existing data. I have applied this feature to simulate mock observational data of fields covered in
galaxies for the Euclid mission. The images accompanied with catalogs of coordinates, magnitudes
and position angles of the objects are used by the Euclid group in Helsinki as independent test data
for developing validation tools for Euclid data simulations.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Galaxy structure and galaxy evolution
Galaxy structure has been studied since the first galaxies were observed and it is
one of the main methods of describing galaxy properties. Classifications based on
the visual morphology of galaxies divide them also to physically different classes.
For example spiral galaxies form significantly more stars than elliptical galaxies.
Striking galaxy images are beautiful to look at, but they also present a variety
of physical events and features. Bluer clumps in an image of a spiral galaxy reveals
places where new, young stars are born. Long winding tidal tails expose the grav-
itational interactions between galaxies. Signs of light bended by the gravitational
lenses lead us to the traces of unseen mass, the dark matter, which encloses the
visible parts of galaxies to its haloes.
Evolution of galaxies is studied via galaxy structure. Galaxies and their evo-
lution through cosmic time is a large piece in a puzzle called the Universe, and
understanding them plays a major role in understanding the Universe we live in.
Our own galaxy Milky Way is a disk galaxy with spiral-like structure. At the center
of the Milky Way, there is a bulge of old stars, and at the very center there lies
a supermassive black hole. However, Milky Way has not always been exactly like
it is today. It’s under constant evolution. There are signs of past merger events
with smaller galaxies, and we are on the collision course with our largest neighbour
3
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galaxy, the Andromeda.
1.2 Historical overview
The first published detections and descriptions of galaxy structure and morphology
were in the tenth century, when the Andromeda was described as a “small cloud”
[Kepple and Sanner, 1998]. According to Conselice [2014] galaxies were mainly
classified and catalogued during the time before photography. The most noted
achievements in cataloguing of galaxies were made by Messier, John Herschel and
William Herschel. The third Earl of Rosse, William Parsons was first to describe
morphology of a galaxy with a term spiral [Bailey et al., 2005].
After the photography made possible to study galaxy morphologies and struc-
ture more conveniently, the most significant development in morphology-based galaxy
classification was made by Edwin Hubble [Conselice, 2014]. The Hubble classifica-
tion is still used in modern astronomy. It was first published in 1926, and established
to its final form by Hubble [1936] and Sandage [1961]. Later De Vaucouleurs revised
the classification and added criteria e.g. bars and spirals [Conselice, 2014]. From
1960 to late 1980s studies included classification of galaxies based on the form of
spiral arms and clumpiness of the light in the arms [van den Bergh, 1960, 1976;
Elmegreen and Elmegreen, 1987].
The morphology is not used only for the visual classifications, but there is
physics relevant to galaxy formation behind it. Spectroscopy and photometric pho-
tometry have proven to be potent tools for quantitative study of structural properties
as the technology has advanced [Conselice, 2014].
De Vaucouleurs [1948] proved that elliptical galaxies follow roughly the same
light distribution and then Sérsic [1963] formulated general form (Eq. 1.8) of light
distribution where de Vaucouleurs profile is embedded as one form of it (n = 4).
The light profiles can be used to derive bulge and disk components of galaxies, and
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Figure 1.1: Hubble Ultra Deep Field 2014 is a composite of multiple observations by Hubble
Space Telescope. The deep image reveals galaxies at high redshifts, i.e. galaxies of the early
Universe. The image courtesy of NASA/ESA and STSCI.
light distributions are used in study of internal structure of elliptical galaxies and
structure of central bulges, bars and disks of spiral galaxies [Conselice, 2014].
Modern theories describe several non-exclusive ways of galaxy formation: Galax-
ies can form either by accretion of intergalactic gas or via in situ star formation in
collapsed galaxy or through mergers [Conselice, 2014]. After the formation, galaxies
evolve through time. This has been observed as the mass density of galaxies changes
quickly at 1 < z < 3 and ∼ 50% of stellar mass is formed by z = 1 [Bundy et al.,
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2005; Mortlock et al., 2011]. The galaxy structure is clearly different now than e.g.
at the highest observed redshift z = 8.
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has provided images of thousands of galax-
ies at redshift z > 1 with its Deep Field observations, and Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) and Millenium Galaxy Catalog surveys cover vast number of nearby galaxies
with both spectroscopic and imaging data [Conselice, 2014]. The comparison of the
galaxies at different redshifts is the key in the study of galaxy evolution.
1.3 Methods of structural measurement
The methods of measuring and quantifying structure properties that can be com-
pared between galaxies at different redshifts are introduced in this section.
Visual morphology
Visual morphology is the most classical approach of studying galaxies. Using the
Hubble sequence, distant galaxies can be classified to limited classes such as ellip-
ticals, spirals and peculiars or irregulars. The spirals are divided into barred and
normal spirals. Many irregular galaxies are too faint and can’t be detected at high
redshifts [Conselice, 2014]. According to Conselice distant galaxies may not share
the same characteristics as nearby galaxies of the same visual morphological type.
Nonparametric measurements
The methods that quantify structure without making assumptions of underlying
structure are called nonparametric methods [Conselice, 2014]. So called CAS system
(Consentration, Asymmetry and Clumpiness) is the most common of nonparametric
methods according to Conselice. These parameters are measurable also at high
redshifts [Conselice, 2014].
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Often used radius in these measurements is the Petrosian radius defined as the
distance where the following ratio η(R) reaches some value (usually η(R) = 0.2):
η(R) = I(R)
〈I(< R)〉 , (1.1)
where I(R) is the surface brightness at radius R and 〈I(< R)〉 is the surface bright-
ness inside that radius [Petrosian, 1976].
Asymmetry index: Asymmetry is measured by comparing the original galaxy
image to the same image rotated around the center of the galaxy light [Abraham
et al., 1996]. Abraham et al. determine the center by smoothing the image first
with a Gaussian kernel and then picking the brightest pixel as the center. Conselice
et al. [2000] choose the center by an iterative process that finds the center resulting
a global minimum of A. The mathematical form of this asymmetry index is
A = min
(∑ |I0 − I180|∑ |I0|
)
−min
(∑ |B0 −B180|∑ |I0|
)
, (1.2)
where B0 and B180 are the pixel values of a blank background area, I0 and I180 are
the pixel values of the galaxy and subscript 0 stands for the original image and 180◦
indicates the rotated image [Conselice et al., 2000].
Light concentration: The amount of light concentrated in the galaxy center is
measured by using two (often Petrosian, Eq. 1.1) radii which contain fractions of
total flux of the galaxy






[Conselice, 2014]. The most common fraction sizes are 20% with 80% and 30% with
70% according to Conselice. Values of C get higher when larger amount of light
is within the inner region. C is strongly correlated with Sérsic index n which also
indicates the concentration of light as Conselice [2014] notes.
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Clumpiness: Actively star-forming galaxies have clumpy structure. Parameter S
describes the fraction of light concentrated to these clumps [Conselice, 2014]. The
















where Ix,y is pixel value of the original image at (x, y), Iσx,y is pixel value at (x, y) in
a secondary image produced by blurring the original one, and N is the size of the
galaxy in pixels [Conselice, 2003]. The multiplication by 10 normalises values of S
to a similar level with the other CAS parameters C and A. The smoothing kernel
size σ is defined as a function of radius. According to Conselice [2003] the best value
for nearby galaxies is σ = 0.3× 1.5R(η = 0.2), where 1.5R(η = 0.2) is an usual way
of using the Pertosian radius with a small multiplier.
Other coefficients: Conselice [2014] introduces Gini/M20 parameter which mea-
sures the relative distribution of light within pixels. Calculating this coefficient
doesn’t involve subtraction what makes it less sensitive to high noise levels than the
CAS parameters [Conselice, 2014].
Conselice [2014] explains that Gini parameter is originally used in economics to
calculate the distribution of wealth within a population. Small values (∼ 0) indicate
even distribution whereas Gini = 1 means that all light is in one pixel. The Gini






(2i− n− 1)|f̄ |, (1.5)
where f̄ is the average pixel flux value, n is the number of pixels, pixel i has flux fi
and i ∈ [1, n] [Lotz et al., 2004].
M20 parameter describes whether the light is concentrated in the image or not.
Compared to the parameter C, it does not imply the location of the concentration.
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fi[(xi − xC)2 + (yi − yC)2] (1.7)
[Lotz et al., 2004]. Coordinates of the galaxy center are xC and yC .
Conselice mentions one more parameter, the multiplicity index Ψ. It measures
potential energy of the light distribution. Newer parameters by Freeman et al.
[2013], light profile’s multimode (M), intensity (I) and deviation (D) are used in the
study of mergers.
Parametric Measurements
Whereas the nonparametric methods do not assume any specific structure of the
objects, the parametric methods are based on fitting known profile shapes to the
data. The integrated light profiles are used in quantification of galaxy structure
[Conselice, 2014]. The aforementioned Sérsic profile by [Sérsic, 1963] has form










where n is Sérsic index and b(n) is a function of n which describes the shape of the
light profile so that Re is the effective radius which encloses half of the galaxy’s light
[Conselice, 2014].
The most important parameters of galaxy structure are n and Re [Conselice,
2014]. The effective radius is used to quantify the size of the galaxy. Sérsic index
describes the galaxy shape and morphology: elliptical galaxies have n ≈ 4 which
corresponds to the de Vaucouleurs profile and disk galaxies have smaller n since
n = 1 describes the exponential profile.
GALFIT software, also used in my work, is a tool for fitting two-dimensional
profiles to data images. The chapter 2 introduces GALFIT in more details. Another
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fitting software for 2D imaging data is the IRAF package GIM2D by [Simard, 1998].
It can be used e.g. in bulge-to-disk decompositions similar to the work presented in
chapter 4.
1.4 Aims of the thesis
This thesis introduces three projects in which I worked during summers of 2016 and
2017 as a research assistant in the Observational Extragalactic Astronomy Group in
the Department of Physics in University of Helsinki. The aim is to present the goals
and the results of the work, to point out the scientific relevance of each project, and
showcase GALFIT as a diverse tool for parametric studies of galaxy morphology.
Project of multiwavelength studies of disk galaxies in groups and clusters at
different redshifts aims to acquire better understanding of spiral galaxy evolution
over cosmic time. The work includes detailed multicomponent light profile fitting
with GALFIT. Observational data from the deep HST fields is used to select the
sample of spiral galaxies with data in multiple wavebands.
Gained knowledge of GALFIT is applied to a larger data set in a study of
structural and morphological parameters of galaxies in clusters and infalling groups.
The aim is to study the effects of the dense environment in the evolution and mor-
phology of the galaxies in the infalling groups. My part is to fit two component fits
using GALFIT to gain parameter values that can be used in galaxy classification
and further analysis.
The aim of the third project is to produce simulated galaxy field images along
with the catalogs for data processing tool validation for the Euclid satellite mission.
The goal is to adapt GALFIT to produce mock images instead of fitting. This
project also introduced me to the Euclid mission and to the possibilities to use my
knowledge in profit of the mission.
The structure of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 introduces the light profile
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fitting software GALFIT. After gaining basic understanding on GALFIT, chapters
3 to 5 contain a detailed desription of studies which are based on GALFIT fitting.
Work described in chapter 3 was done mainly during summer 2016 when I was
studying spiral galaxies of CANDELS (Cosmic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Ex-
tragalactic Legacy Survey) fields. The following chapters address projects I worked
in during summer 2017: bulge-to-disk decomposition for group and cluster galax-
ies in LoCuSS (Local Cluster Substructure Survey) and modeling galaxy images for
data reduction tool validation for Euclid satellite project. Finally chapter 6 contains
conclusions and a brief overview on future work.
2. GALFIT – 2D light profile
fitting
2.1 Brief introduction to GALFIT
As described in [Peng et al., 2002, 2010a] and in the most updated document the
GALFIT User’s Manual [Peng, 2002], GALFIT is a tool for data analysis that fits
analytical functions to observed images. It can model objects from point sources to
galaxies with complicated structure with e.g. truncations, spiral arms or irregular,
curved shapes. The models are used to extract information from the objects [Peng,
2002].
Installation of GALFIT is really easy as the most recent version of the software
is provided only in a binary form in the GALFIT home page [Peng, 2014]. It is
explained in the website, that due to copyrighted algorithms used in GALFIT, the
source code is not provided publicly.
GALFIT is downloadable for several operating systems as a tar.gz file. The
file just needs to be downloaded and extracted to get GALFIT operational. The
manual [Peng, 2002] advises to try the first run with the example ready in the
galfit/EXAMPLE directory. The example is run by the command
./galfit galfit.feedme,
where the galfit.feedme is the pre-formatted template input file.
12
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The input file of GALFIT is a template file where is a list of all the functions
ought to be fitted, the initial parameters for the functions, the input image name,
the result image block name, possible constraints file and several other parameters
[Peng, 2002]. An example input file is shown in Appendix A.1.
The initial fitting parameters are organized in columns where the first column
indicates the parameter number. The second column is for parameter values: The
parameter 0 has the function name. Parameters from 1 to 10 have the initial values.
Parameter C0 describes the diskiness/boxyness and has values which are negative
for disky and positive for boxy models [Peng, 2002]. Parameter Z defines whether
the model is subtracted from the data to create residual image (value = 0) or is the
model left without subtraction (value = 1).
The third column determines whether the parameter is allowed to vary or not
[Peng, 2002]. Number 1 means that the value can be varied and 0 that it can’t.
Fourth column consists of comments explaining the parameters. All the parameters
and the fitting functions are introduced in the manual [Peng, 2002] in detail. That
information combined with the comments in the example template file from the
GALFIT home page helps to understand how these parameters affect the model.
Running GALFIT in terminal is done by aforementioned command ./galfit
with the input file [Peng, 2002]. GALFIT prints parameter values of each iteration
in the terminal during the fitting, so the fitting process can be monitored. Seeing
how the parameters change between the iterations gives insight on the convergence
of the fit. Even when some of the parameters cause the fit to crash it is helpful
to see where the other parameters converge. Adjusting the converging parameters
closer to the final values could help with the problematic parameters as well.
GALFIT generates three output files during the run. The fit.log text file
stores the final parameter values and the errors for the fit [Peng, 2002]. Another
file generated is galfit.NN where the NN is increasing number so output never
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overwrites the previous fit. This file contains all of the best fit parameters [Peng,
2002]. The last output file is the data image block which has four extensions: [0] is
a blank image, [1] shows the region of data image sized with convolution box size,
[2] displays the final model and [3] is the residual image made by subtracting [2]
from [1] [Peng, 2002].
GALFIT generates a model image based on the input parameters with expo-
sure time of one second, if the input image name is not given [Peng, 2002]. Then
the output .fits file has only one extension: the model. This feature of the GALFIT
is used in the project described in chapter 5.
GALFIT uses a map of standard deviations of the data to give relative weights
to the pixels during the fitting. If user doesn’t provide this sigma image in the input
file, GALFIT generates it by itself. For this, GALFIT requires some .fits keywords
in the image header [Peng, 2002]. The GALFIT User’s Manual states that the GAIN
and the RDNOISE parameters are used in the sigma image generation and the data
image should be in units of ADU counts. GALFIT takes the exposure time from
the EXPTIME header and if it’s not found, exposure time of one second is assumed
[Peng, 2002]. It is important to check that the exposure time reflects the units of
the data.
2.1.1 Analytical light profile functions
GALFIT is a light profile fitting software which has variety of analytical functions
to be fitted on data. The available functions are Sérsic, de Vaucouleurs, exponential
disk, Gaussian, modified Ferrer, empirical King, Moffat, Nuker, edge-on disk and
PSF profiles, and the background sky component [Peng, 2002].
Already introduced Sérsic profile (Eq. 1.8) is really flexible and useful profile,
since all de Vaucouleurs, Gaussian and exponential disk profiles are special cases
of this function. The Sérsic profile describes de Vaucouleurs profile when Sérsic
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index n = 4, Gaussian profile when n = 0.5 and exponential disk when n = 1 [Peng
et al., 2002]. However, GALFIT has these functions separately partly because of the
historical reasons and partly because of the difference of the size parameters [Peng,
2002].
The exponential disk profile has a size parameter called scale length rs. The
scale length and the effective radius re presented in the Sérsic profile have following
relation, when n = 1 [Peng, 2002]:
re = 1.678rs. (2.1)







where Σ0 is the central surface brightness [Peng et al., 2002]. The size parameter of









where σ is the standerd deviation and FWHM = 2.354σ [Peng et al., 2002].
The edge-on disk profile describes a disk galaxy seen parallel to the plane of the
disk. The light distribution of a disk component depends strongly on the distance
from the center of the disk. The surface brightness distribution of the edge-on disk
component has form:
















where rs is the scale length of the major axis, hs is the scale height from the plane
of the disk, Σ0 is the central surface brightness and K1 is a Bessel function [van der
Kruit and Searle, 1981]. This component uses the central surface brightness as the






+ mag zpt, (2.5)
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where texp is the exposure time from .fits header, ∆x and ∆y are the plate scale
[arcsec] and mag zpt is the magnitude zeropoint value given by user [Peng, 2002].
The background component is assumed to be flat in GALFIT [Peng, 2002].
The flat plane can be tilted in x and y directions around the central point of the
image. User gives a value for the background sky in the center of the image [Peng,
2002]. The background sky value in the center of the galaxy, which most often is
not at geometric center of the image, is calculated by:
sky(x, y) = sky(x0, y0) + (x− x0)
dsky
dx




where x0 and y0 are the center coordinates, and ddx and
d
dy
are the gradients of the
sky in x and y directions [Peng et al., 2010a].
The point spread function (PSF) component is not in an analytical function
form in GALFIT, but as a convolution PSF image [Peng et al., 2010a]. User provides
an image in .fits format that has a PSF flux peak in the center of the image, and
the image contains all of the light from the PSF [Peng et al., 2010a].
The rest of the functions GALFIT offers are not used in my work. The modified
Ferrer profile is used to fit lens galaxies and central bars [Peng et al., 2010a]. The
Ferrer profile has steep outer truncations and flattened core [Binney and Tremaine,
1987]. The King profile is an empirically found function that fits light profiles of the
globular clusters [King, 1962]. The Moffat profile [Moffat, 1969] is not widely used in
galaxy fitting, but it describes well HST WFPC2 point spread function [Peng et al.,
2010a]. The Nuker profile describes the shape of the light profiles at the center of
the galaxies with cores [Lauer et al., 1995].
2.1.2 Non-classical fitting parameters
Basis of the GALFIT fitting is the generalized ellipse introduced by Athanassoula
et al. [1990]. This elliptical shape has the radial coordinate implemented in GALFIT







∣∣∣C0+2) 1C0+2 , (2.7)
where (x0, y0) is the center of the ellipse, q is the axis ratio b/a, where b is semi-
minor axis and a is semi-major axis, and C0 governs the boxiness and diskiness of
the isophotes [Peng et al., 2010a]. The shape is a pure ellipse when C0 = 0.
The galaxy fitting requires more than only ellipsoidal shapes. In addition to
the C0 parameter GALFIT has Fourier mode, truncation, coordinate rotation and
bending mode parameters to fit realistically different kinds of galaxies from ellipse
galaxies to barred spirals and irregulars [Peng et al., 2010a].
The Fourier modes add perturbations to the generalized shape (Figure 2.1).
These perturbations have following form:








where m is positive integer indicating the Fourier mode and am is its amplitude,
θ = arctan((y − y0)/((x− x0)q)), r0(x, y) is the radial coordinate of the traditional
ellipse and φm is the phase angle that describes the alignment of the mode from the
position angle of the generalized ellipse [Peng et al., 2010a].
The bending modes add curvatures to the model. The curvatures are attained
by coordinate transformation that changes the y-axis as









where rscale is model’s scale radius (e.g. re for Sérsic profile or rs for exponential
disk) and x′ = x [Peng et al., 2010a]. The bending mode m = 1 is described as a
shear term, the mode m = 2 bends the model to U-shape and the mode m = 3 folds
the model to S-like shape [Peng, 2002].
The structure of spiral galaxies can be fitted with GALFIT because of its
coordinate rotation features. The coordinate rotation means that when the image is
divided to circular rings around the object, the fluxes within the rings are rotated as
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Figure 2.1: Examples of the effects of Fourier modes to a round (axis ratio q = 1) generalized
ellipse model [Peng et al., 2010a].
some function of radius, θ = f(r) [Peng et al., 2010a]. GALFIT has two functions
for this: The power-law-hyberbolic tangent (α-tanh), which is schematically









and the logarithmic-hyberpolic tangent (log-tanh), which has schematic form















where rin is inner radius where the rotation is 20◦, θout is the rotation angle at the
outer radius rout, θincl is the inclination angle from the line of sight, θskyP.A. is the
position angle and rws is the winding scale radius [Peng et al., 2010a]. Peng et al.
introduce the full form of these functions in the appendices of their article.
The truncation functions can be used to restrict the brightness of the model
either at the inner part or at the outer region, or both inner and outer parts [Peng
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et al., 2010a]. An example case of the need of truncation is a prominent dust lane
across the galaxy. The shape of the truncation can be modified with the Fourier
modes, bending modes and coordinate rotations [Peng et al., 2010a]. However Peng
et al. warn that the truncations should be used carefully and only for objects that
has clear truncations, because of the degeneracies between the edge of the truncation
and the size of the galaxy might cause numerical problems.
2.1.3 Goodness of fit
GALFIT uses the Levenberg-Marquardt technique to optimise the fit and calculates
χ2 to measure the goodness of fit [Peng et al., 2010a]. The optimization method
is an improved least squares fitting procedure by Levenberg [1944] and Marquardt
[1963] that can be used for non-linear problems.
GALFIT informs the goodness of fit by the normalized or reduced χ2ν [Peng,








(fdata(x, y)− fmodel(x, y))2
σ(x, y)2 , (2.12)
where NDOF is the degree of freedom, fdata(x, y) is the input image, σ(x, y) is the
sigma image either created internally or given as an input, and fmodel(x, y) is the
model image [Peng, 2002]. Also the χ2 value is saved to the header of the output
.fits file.
In the reduced χ2 test, the expectation value is 〈χ2ν〉 = 1 [Bevington and
Robinson, 2003]: The fitted model matches the data when χ2ν = 1. When χ2ν  1
the model fits the data poorly. Also values of χ2ν < 1 imply problems with the
fit. Very small values indicate that the uncertainties of the fitted parameters are
estimated incorrectly [Bevington and Robinson, 2003].
3. Multiwavelength studies of
cluster galaxies in CANDELS
fields
3.1 Scientific motivation
Magnitude is a fundamental characteristic of galaxies. They are extended objects
with no clear edge or boundary where the galaxy ends, so the total brightness is hard
to measure from the image data. The total integrated magnitude can be measured
by fitting analytical light profiles to the data by using for example GALFIT. Total
magnitude and magnitudes in different wavebands, colors, can be used as indicators
of a variety of galaxy properties.
The ratio of galaxy stellar mass and galaxy total light can be estimated using
magnitudes in g and i bands to calculate the (g − i) color of the galaxy [Taylor
et al., 2011]. Also stellar masses can be estimated by using the magnitudes and
the empirical relation by Taylor et al.. These estimation methods are introduced in
section 3.5.1.
The u and r band magnitudes are used to measure the (u−r) colors of galaxies.
It indicates the amount of the galaxy’s star formation. This color is also used to
classify galaxies to star-forming and non star-forming galaxies [Strateva et al., 2001].
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These measurements are presented in section 3.5.2.
Multiwavelength data reveals the internal structure of galaxies as different
types of stars are prominent in different wavebands. The stellar populations of
galaxies can be resolved using spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting to the
multiwavelength data [Conselice, 2014]. SEDs can be fitted to different parts of the
galaxy using suitable apertures or even to the entire galaxy pixel by pixel. Detailed
multicomponent GALFIT fits can be used to define the aperture shapes and sizes, or
the SED fitting can be done to the GALFIT models which have the sky subtracted.
The deep HST images provide information from a wide range of redshifts. The
redshift information is important in the galaxy evolution research. Each observation
is a snapshot of a galaxy at one point of time. Since following observationally the
evolution of a single galaxy is impossible due to long time scales, series of snapshots
of galaxies in different redshifts are needed to trace the galaxy evolution. Inspection
of the stellar mass estimates and the star formation rates as a function of redshift,
shows the evolution of star formation and stellar content of the spiral galaxies in
clusters.
The sample consists of spiral galaxies in galaxy clusters. Studying spiral galax-
ies and their evolution gives understanding of the physical processes that affect also
the Milky Way. By selecting cluster galaxies, the environmental effects can be
studied as well. Galaxies interact with each other and in dense environments their
morphology can be strongly affected by galaxy-galaxy interactions. GALFIT fit-
ting can be used to measure the asymmetries of the galaxies. The GALFIT models
can be used also to measure the ratio of symmetric and asymmetric components
of the galaxies. The asymmetries of the galaxies can be plotted as a function of
distance to the cluster center, to inspect the effect of the location in the cluster to
the morphology.
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3.2 Gathering the sample
The galaxy sample is gathered from the CANDELS [Grogin et al., 2011] multiwave-
band observations with HST. The survey observes the evolution of galaxies and black
holes up to z ∼ 8 and detects high redshift Type Ia supernovae to probe dark energy
[Koekemoer et al., 2011]. The CANDELS data [Koekemoer et al., 2011] of four dif-
ferent fields COSMOS, EGS, GOODS-S and GOODS-N, is used to collect the spiral
galaxies covered in several bands. The images are from observations obtained with
ACS (Advanced Camera for Surveys) and WFC3 (Wide Field Camera 3) detectors
of the HST. The sample galaxies are part of the catalog used in [Erfanianfar et al.,
2014]. They are identified to be members of X-ray galaxy groups.
The galaxies are checked visually with SAOImage DS9 software to be visible
in multiple images taken with different filters. The large survey images are opened
in DS9. Galaxy coordinates are saved to a region file which is used to load circles to
mark the catalog galaxies to the open image in DS9. The marked coordinates are
inspected and flagged if there is a spiral galaxy visible in that image. No elliptical
galaxies are selected to the sample. Because of the visual galaxy classification some
of the selected galaxies might be mergers, irregulars or edge-on S0 galaxies rather
than lone spiral galaxies.
Overall 73 objects are visible in at least two images with different filters. 5 are
in three, 21 in four, 4 in five and 11 in six images.
Filter name Central λ [nm] Filter name Central λ [nm]
F160W 1537 F850LP 945
F125W 1249 F814W 833
F105W 1055 F606W 591
Table 3.1: The filter set used in the observations. Filters of WFC3/IR are on the left column
and filters of ACS/WFC are on the right.
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3.3 Data reductions using IRAF
IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis Facility) is a software for image reductions
and analysis of astronomical imaging and spectral data. It has a vast number of tools
for different kinds of operations astronomers need to use for data. IRAF consists of
packages that contain the commands, tasks. The tasks can be operated from the
IRAF command line or they can be gathered in to a IRAF Command Language (CL)
script. PyRAF offers Python-based user interface for running the IRAF commands.
3.3.1 Cropping the images from the mosaics
Survey images are compositions of multiple images, mosaics of exposures, that cover
wide fields of sky. Working with these huge images (.fits files with size ranging
approximately from 5 to 25 GB) is terribly slow and most of the image area is not
used at all, so the objects are cropped first to 10”×10” sized separate images. This is
done by selecting the object from the survey image and putting the object’s central
coordinates to a Fortran script that calculates the coordinates for the small image
corners. The script’s output is formatted to match the cutting coordinate input of
the IRAF task imcopy.
imcopy input_image_drz.fits[xmin:ymin,xmax:ymax] output_image.fits,
where xmin:ymin and xmax:ymax are the pixel coordinates of the lower left and the
upper right corner of the area being copied to the output image. The IRAF tasks
are written into a CL script so all of the sample objects are cut when the script is
run.
3.3.2 Pixel scale
The pixel scale for calibrated WFC3/IR images is 60 mas/pixel (milliarcseconds per
pixel) and 30 mas/pixel for ACS/WFC data [Koekemoer et al., 2011]. This means
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that the WFC3/IR and ACS/WFC 10”×10” images cropped out of the wide survey
images have different size. This prevents the combination of these images by IRAF,
if the pixels are not rescaled.
The IRAF task magnify is used to rescale the pixels of the WFC3/IR im-
ages. The parameters of the task are given with epar magnify: input = @in-
put_image.list, output = @output_image.list, xmag = 1.995 (or 2), ymag = 1.995
(or 2), (interpolation) = linear and (boundary) = nearest.
3.3.3 Unit transformation to ADU counts
The HST images available in the CANDELS website [CANDELS, 2013] have gone
through several reduction steps explained in [Koekemoer et al., 2011]. The final
results are calibrated to units of electrons per second. The images need to be
converted to different units, because GALFIT takes input in units of ADU counts
[Peng et al., 2002].
The images are multiplied with their exposure times using IRAF task imarith.
After this the images are in units of electrons. The EXPTIME header keyword values
explained in 3.3.4 are used as exsposure times.
When the images are in units of electrons, the last conversion to the ADU
counts has form:
number of counts = number of electrons
gain
, (3.1)
[Richmond, 2010]. This conversion is again achieved using imarith. Gain is a scaling
factor in a detector software that governs the relation of number of electrons collected
to a pixel and value of ADU counts in that pixel [Richmond, 2010]. Usually gain
factor is selected so that the maximum ADU count value corresponds the maximum
number of electrons the CCD is capable of collecting into one pixel. The gain value
is taken from GAIN header keyword. The origin of the GAIN values is explained in
section 3.3.4.
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These unit conversions are run with a script to all of the images per each field.
In writing and running IRAF scripts the parameter verbose is set to ’yes’, so the
results of the operations are printed in the terminal and the results can be checked
for possible errors.
3.3.4 Fits headers
GALFIT expects the image .fits files to contain EXPTIME, GAIN and NCOMBINE key-
words in the .fits headers. EXPTIME is used to calculate the magnitude, and GAIN
and NCOMBINE are used in the calculation of the σ-image. The survey images do not
have these keywords in the file headers, but the information is found elsewhere.
The header keywords can be uploaded to the fits header with IRAF task hedit.
The commands are gathered to scripts which go through every object subdirectory
within the field directory. The commands have form:
hedit *filtername.fits KEYWORD "value" add+,
where filtername indicates the filters used in observations, KEYWORD is the header
keyword (e.g. EXPTIME) and value is the value wanted to be uploaded to the header.
Exposure times, i.e. the values for the EXPTIME keyword are found in the
CANDELS website [CANDELS, 2013] in the Readme documents. There is own
Readme file for each epoch in each field. The exposure times of the object images
are chosen according to the data file they are cropped from, i.e. its epoch. The ACS
exposures overlap each other so they effectively double the depth of the exposures.
These values of effective exposure time are used in the unit conversions and uploaded
to the fits header. The exact effective exposure time values are given for images from
COSMOS, EGS and GOODS-N fields and for GOODS-S ACS/WFC images. The
GOODS-S WFC3/IR images are cropped from the mosaics made with the images
from all epochs. For those the effective exposure time is given as a time range e.g.
2700s – 8100s. I use the average values for the EXPTIME keywords. This causes some
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errors to the results of the objects in the GOODS-S field.
Keyword NCOMBINE tells the number of images used to compose the image file,
for example composition of three images would have NCOMBINE value of 3. For the
used image files the NCOMBINE values are already in the headers as 1. In the case
that GALFIT doesn’t find keyword NCOMBINE in the header, the default value 1 is
used [Peng, 2002].
The GAIN value for the ACS/WFC images is 2 electrons/counts [Koekemoer
et al., 2011]. For the WFC3/IR data, the GAIN value is 2.5 electrons/counts retrieved




After moving the data image to GALFIT’s directory, fitting of the model to the data
with GALFIT works basically in a following sequence: 1) Setting up the GALFIT
input file by adding the input data image name, the result image name and setting
the initial values to parameters: functions, coordinates, position angles and so on. 2)
Running GALFIT with command ./galfit input.file. 3) Inspecting the fitting
iterations in the terminal. 4) Checking the model visually with DS9. 5) Adjusting
the parameter values using the best fit values from fit.log file or adding more
complex components like bending or Fourier modes. 6) Running GALFIT again.
The manual [Peng, 2002] and the instructions in the GALFIT home page
[Peng, 2014] suggest that the models should be started first as simple ellipsoids and
the more complicated structure such as spiral arms and Fourier modes should be
introduced later at the last step. GALFIT is capable of fitting irregular and compli-
cated structures, but bad initial values and ill-suited models can cause bad solutions
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[Peng, 2002]. The selection of fitting profiles is made based on the appearance of
the object i.e. edge-on disk function to object which has clear edge-on component
and exponential disk profile with coordinate rotation function to object with clear
face-on disk with spiral arms.
3.4.2 Fitted models
The GALFIT models are fitted to 9 objects in all of the filters they have data.
Figure 3.1 shows the GALFIT output images of the object 29_3 in 5 different
bands. Similar images for all of the rest fitted objects are in the Appendix A.3.2.
The objects’ magnitudes can be calculated using the integrated magnitudes of the
models’ components (as shown in section 3.6.1).
Table 3.2 presents the goodnesses of the fits. As discussed in section 2.1.3,
the ideal χ2ν value for the fits would be 1. Most of the fits in column F606W are
reasonably close to this indicating that the models represent the data fairly well.
In F814W, 29_3 has its best fit, but models of the other objects lie further from
the data. In addition, all fits in columns F125W and F160W have χ2ν < 1. This
indicates that the models in these bands systematically misinterpret errors or noise,
or both of them.
3.5 Colors and structure
Colors of the galaxies depend on the types of stars dominating the light of the galaxy
[Strateva et al., 2001]. The color of stars depend on their mass and metallicity. Old
low mass stars are red compared to more massive stars, which die younger since
they are hotter and brighter, and therefore use their fuel faster.
The filters corresponding best the u, g, r and i bands are checked by calculating
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Figure 3.1: The observed images of the object 29_3 are displayed in the left column. The middle
column is the GALFIT models obtained with several Sérsic components and the sky estimate. The
right column shows the residual image. The used filters are in the following order from top to
bottom: F160W, F125W, F105W, F814W and F606W.
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The goodness of fit (χ2ν)
Obj. ID F105W F125W F160W F606W F814W F850LP
29_3 0.9073763 0.7500263 0.731443 1.174929 1.054925 -
3124_3 - 0.7900451 0.8722909 1.564675 2.644456 -
3124_5 - 0.7887784 0.8042713 1.484647 2.778944 -
3124_6 - 0.7807376 0.7478507 1.370882 2.739916 -
3124_8 - 0.4355423 0.3709593 2.037442 1.874893 -
3124_11 - 0.3552772 0.2767377 1.673889 3.662475 -
3167_2 - 0.7600534 0.7061687 1.421983 6.510676 -
3167_4 - 0.8473853 0.8343813 1.700695 4.808036 -
3167_6 - 0.7528951 0.8086987 1.561793 3.706711 -
Table 3.2: The table shows the χ2ν values (Eq. 2.12) of the GALFIT fits to the images observed
in different bands.
first the redshifted u, g, r and i wavelengths for all of the sample galaxies:
λobserved = (zobject + 1)λrestframe, (3.2)
where λs are the wavelengths and the zobject is the redshift [Karttunen et al., 2010].
The filter passbands are not fully covering the u, g, r and i bands. The magnitudes of
the filters which cover best, or are closest to the bands, are selected. The errorbars
in the following plots are not taking the overlap and the misfit of the observed
magnitudes to the restframe magnitudes into account. The errors are calculated
using standard deviations with the error values given by GALFIT.
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3.5.1 Stellar mass and Stellar mass to light relation estima-
tions
The galaxy (g − i) colour can be used to estimate stellar mass-to-light ratio M∗/L
[Taylor et al., 2011]. The empirical relation between (g − i) and M∗/Li has form:
log(M∗/Li) = −0.68 + 0.70(g − i), (3.3)
where Li is the i band luminosity [Taylor et al., 2011]. The Figure 3.2 shows this
relation for the fitted galaxies.
Figure 3.2: The estimation for log(M∗/Li) from empirical relation (Eq. 3.3) Taylor et al. [2011]
found for galaxies of the Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey catalogue.
Compared to the Figure 12 of Taylor et al. [2011] the log(M∗/Li) values in
Figure 3.2 are ∼ 1.5 smaller than their results for the GAMA catalog galaxies. This
difference can be explained by different units. Taylor et al. use the AB magnitude
system and the GALFIT model magnitudes are fitted with the ST magnitude sys-
tem. The conversion between the photometric systems can be calculated with the
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information in STSCI website [STSCI, 2012]:

STmag = −2.5log10(Fλ)− 21.10
ABmag = −2.5log10(Fν)− 48.60,
(3.4)
where Fλ is the flux in erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 and Fν is the flux in erg cm−2 s−1 Hz−1.
The galaxy stellar mass can be estimated by rearranging the Eq. 3.3 [Taylor
et al., 2011]:
log(M∗/[M]) = 1.15 + 0.70(g − i)− 0.4Mi, (3.5)
where the Mi is the absolute AB magnitude in the restframe i band.
3.5.2 (u-r) colors
The (u− r) colors are used in color classifications of galaxies [Strateva et al., 2001].
The color distribution of galaxies is bimodal and the separation between redder and
bluer is at (u− r) = 2.22 (in AB system): late morphological type galaxies (Sb, Sc,
Irr) have the (u−r) color value less than that separation [Strateva et al., 2001]. The
Figure 3.3 shows that the colors of the fitted objects are below 2.22 as expected.
The young hot stars are bluer than the older stars. The regions with high star
formation are more prominent in the blue wavelengths. This can be seen in RGB
images introduced in section 3.5.3. In order to study galaxy evolution, the amount
of star formation traced by the (u− r) colors of galaxies have to be inspected as a
function of redshift. This is plotted in Figure 3.4. The (u−r) colors seem to decline
towards smaller redshifts. However the 9 objects are not providing enough statistics
to make any reliable deductions about redshift’s effects to the star formation and
the galaxy (u− r) color.
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Figure 3.3: Comparing the (u − r) colors versus g band magnitudes. The object marked with
blue (29_3) is the only object with data images covering the u, r and g bands. The purple means
that the magnitudes of the filters closest to covering the restframe bands was used. The red means
that the magnitudes of the filter F606W is used both as u and g magnitudes because it is the
closest to u band available and best for g band.
Figure 3.4: The u− r colors are plotted as function of redshift z. The colour coding of the data
points is similar to one presented in Figure 3.3.
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3.5.3 RGB images
The RGB images are compositions of three images so that the first image is set to
red, the second to green and the third to blue. These images display the galaxy
structure. The RGB images such as Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 are made with IRAF and
DS9.
The objects’ redshifted restframe u, g, r and i bands are calculated with Matlab
at first. After this the RGB images are made by IRAF with task imstack. The
parameters are set manually in PyRAF epar imstack. The input image names
have to be set in following order: first red, then green and the blue last. The used
combination of the images (filters) is written into the title.
The image combination is chosen by comparing the redshifted wavelengths of
the u, g, r and i bands to the wavelengths of the filter passbands. The output images
resembling best the colours from u to r are named with a label RGB_SF and those
with the colours from g to i are named with a label RGB_ML. The best fitting
HST filters for the u, g, r and i bands are also checked. These filters are listed in
Appendix A.3.3. The observations using these filters would cover the sample and
the colors of the galaxies could be calculated reliably.
The .fits images made by imstack is opened in DS9. The image scales are
adjusted manually so the structure of the galaxy is as clearly visible as possible and
the colors are in balance. After being satisfied with the result, the images are saved
to .png files.
The RGB images of the GALFIT models are made in a manner described
above. The difference of working with extended .fits data cube is that the data
image has file extension [1] and the model image in extension [2], and the image
names have to have the extension added in imstack command. The Figure 3.7
presents the comparison of the RGB images of the data images and the GALFIT
model images. Similar images for the other fitted sample galaxies are in Appendix
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A.3.1. As seen in Figures 3.7, A.6 and A.7 the fitted models seem to overestimate
the blue band.
Figure 3.5: The RGB figure which is a com-
position of three images in different filters: red
is F160, green is F125 and blue is F814. Red
and blue represent colors closest to restframe
i and g colors achieved with available filters.
Figure 3.6: The RGB figure which is a com-
position of three images in different filters: red
is F125, green is F814 and blue is F606. Red
and blue represent colors closest to restframe
r and u colors achieved with available filters.
Figure 3.7: The RGB image of the object 3124_8 composed with data images in the left and the
GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
3.6 Results
3.6.1 Magnitudes
The magnitudes of the objects in multiple wavebands are determined using the
GALFIT models. The magnitudes can be calculated by combining the integrated
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magnitudes of the fitted components. Because of the logarithmic nature of the
magnitude scale the magnitudes can’t be added together directly. The total apparent
magnitude mtot can be calculated by adding the fluxes (F ) of the components. From



















Replacing the fluxes with Eq. 3.7, the total apparent magnitude comes from
10−0.4mtot = 10−0.4m1 + 10−0.4m2 + ...+ 10−0.4mn (3.9)
→ mtot = −2.5log10(10−0.4m1 + 10−0.4m2 + ...+ 10−0.4mn). (3.10)
The magnitudes are calculated with a Matlab script using Eq. 3.10. Errors for each






where Errtotal is the total error of the magnitude in the band and Erri is errors of
the components’ magnitudes [Koppelman, 2005]. The results are presented in Table
3.3.
Some of the analytic functions GALFIT fits have parameter Central surface
brightness, instead of Integrated magnitude [Peng, 2002]. For example edge-on disk
function (Eq. 2.4) is a component that uses the surface brightness [mag/2”] as the
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flux parameter. These components are fitted with multiple Sérsic profiles to get the
integrated magnitudes from these components too.
Apparent magnitudes of the objects and the errors of the magnitudes
F105W Err105 F125W Err125 F160W Err160 F606W Err606 F814W Err814 F850LP Err850
29_3 16.2234 0.1677 16.0845 0.1417 16.1510 0.1223 16.8577 0.1017 16.6523 0.1653 - -
3124_3 - - 16.9969 0.1950 17.2063 0.1954 17.0258 0.2643 17.2731 0.3562 - -
3124_5 - - 16.0015 0.0092 16.1919 0.0088 16.0364 0.0156 16.2514 0.0214 - -
3124_6 - - 14.9520 0.0774 15.0681 0.0500 15.5494 0.0600 15.5053 0.0766 - -
3124_8 - - 13.9016 0.0149 13.9427 0.0114 14.8556 0.1031 14.6351 0.0454 - -
3124_11 - - 13.1896 0.0185 13.1310 0.0066 14.3034 0.0284 14.0808 0.0246 - -
3167_2 - - 14.7458 0.0624 14.6873 0.0500 16.3048 0.2773 15.5298 0.3524 - -
3167_4 - - 15.7112 0.0365 15.7076 0.0285 16.8895 0.0403 16.5224 0.0456 - -
3167_6 - - 14.9337 0.0531 14.9567 0.0245 15.7861 0.0042 15.6208 0.1110 - -
Table 3.3: The table shows the total (apparent) magnitudes of the objects based on GALFIT fits
and calculated with Eq. 3.10. The errors are based on the error values from GALFIT fits.
Brightnesses in Table 3.3 are several magnitudes higher than expected. The
cause of this could be a bad sky estimate or overlapping light contribution from
nearby bright sources or hot pixels in the data images. The unexact exposure times
discussed in section 3.3.4 could also affect, but for these objects the effect should not
be critical: The largest inaccuracy in exposure times are for GOODS-S WFC3/IR
objects and 29_3 is the only fitted galaxy in GOODS-S field. All the other fitted
objects are in the COSMOS field.
3.6.2 Measurements of asymmetry
The values of AL, AE and AR
Peng et al. [2010a] introduce a method of measuring the asymmetry of galaxy by
using the Fourier modes used in the fitting. The method contains three asymmetry
parameters: AL, AE and AR. The first is calculated using the amplitude of the
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1st Fourier mode. It describes the lopsidedness of the galaxy. AE measures the
deviation from an ellipse and AR is the characteristic of the rotational asymmetry.
The mathematical forms of AL, AE and AR are as follows:
AL = |a1|, (3.12)

























where φm is the phase angle in degrees [Peng et al., 2010a].
Figure 3.8: The plot compares the total AR and AE values of the galaxies. Highly symmetric
galaxies would lie near the lower left corner of the figure. Edge-on spirals would lie at lower right
corner as they deviate clearly from an ellipse, but have high regularity.
Figure 3.8 shows the comparison of the total AR and AE values summed over
all of the wavebands. The galaxy 3167_6 stands out as the most asymmetric ob-
ject of the subsample. Images of this galaxy can be seen in Figure A.16 and the
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high AR and AE values are easily understood by visual qualitative inspection. Also
3124_8 (in Figure A.12) has values within an expected range.What is surprising in
the Figure 3.8, is the location of 29_3 in the plot. The image of the galaxy (Figure
3.1) would intuitively imply slightly higher values. The reason for the low values is
that only Fourier mode 1 is used in the fits. This shows that the choice of the fitted
components affects significantly to the results.
The right panel of Figure 3.9 shows that the two most asymmetric galaxies from
Figure 3.8 (3167_6 and 3124_8) have by far highest AE values in bluer wavelengths.
The 3167_6 shows rise in AE towards the shorter wavelengths, while other galaxies
indicate approximately constant AE value over the wavebands, at least in the range
of available data points.
The comparability of the results is weak, since the fitting process (i.e. the
choice of the fitting components) has clear influence to the asymmetry indices AL,
AE and AR. It also affects to the subsample size, because all of the galaxies are not
fitted using all (or any) Fourier modes. This reduces the statistics of the already
small sample. The fitting process should be unified so all of the galaxies have truly
comparable AL, AE and AR values.
Figure 3.9: Left: The values of AL presented as a function of restframe wavelength. The wave-
lengths are calculated using Eq. 3.2. Only two galaxies out of the nine were fitted using Fourier
mode 1. Right: AE is plotted as a function of restframe wavelength.
Figure 3.10 would show possible trends in AL, AE and AR values as a function
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of distance from the cluster or group center and as a function of redshift, if the results
were reliably comparable and the size of the sample were larger. The asymmetries
presumably increase towards the cluster center as the environment is denser and
more galaxy-galaxy interactions take place.
Figure 3.10: Values of asymmetry indices plotted against distance (right) and redshift (left).
The blue markers are AE values while the reds are AR and the yellows are AL.
4. Bulge-to-Disk decomposition of
LoCuSS cluster galaxies
4.1 Quenching of galaxies
It’s well known that galaxy morphology relates strongly with stellar mass, because
the most massive galaxies in the Universe are ellipticals. Environment has its effects
on morphology as well. By adding morphology-redshift relation, it’s been noted that
galaxy structure has dependency of its local environment, mass and time [Conselice,
2014].
Some star-forming galaxies cease their star formation and this way produce
passive galaxies with quiescent star formation resulting the well known bi-modal
distribution of the galaxy population with blue and red galaxies separated by the
green valley [Peng et al., 2010b]. The cessation of the star formation is called quench-
ing. Peng et al. found in [2010b] that mass of a galaxy and its environment have
clearly separate effects to quenching of galaxies. This result suggest that there are
two independent physical processes driving the quenching. Environment quenching
is driven by galaxies falling into larger dark matter haloes (satellite-quenching) and
mergers, and mass-quenching is a result of feedback processes [Peng et al., 2010b].
However, Peng et al. note that it’s possible that some other physical processes can
cause similar observational signatures.
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Peng et al. define relative environmental quenching ερ and mass-quenching
εm efficiencies and show that ερ is independent of galactic stellar mass and εm is
independent of environment:
ερ(ρ, ρ0) = (1− exp(−(ρ/p1)p2))
εm(m,m0) = (1− exp(−(m/p3)p4)),
(4.1)
where ρ is density of the environment, ρ0 is density of a low density reference en-
vironment, where environmental effects are expected to be minimum, m is galactic
mass, m0 is very low reference mass at which nearly all galaxies are blue, and
p1, p2, p3, and p4 are best-fitting parameters to the SDSS and zCOSMOS spec-
troscopic redshift survey data they used to empirically derive the form of quenching
effects. The values for p1, p2, p3, and p4 are presented in Table 2 in [Peng et al.,
2010b]. By using these relative quenching efficiencies Peng et al. formulate the frac-
tion of red galaxies fred(ρ,m) as a function of two independent quenching processes
[Peng et al., 2010b]:
fred(ρ,m) = ερ + εm − ερεm. (4.2)
Peng et al. postulate a simple form for mass-quenching:
λm = µSFR, (4.3)
where µ is a constant that represents the physics of the quenching process, SFR is
galaxy’s star formation rate [M yr−1] and the mass-quenching rate λm is a frac-
tion of galaxies that are mass-quenched per unit time [Peng et al., 2010b]. Similar









where t is time [Peng et al., 2010b]. Peng et al. use these models in a simulation
that evolves galaxy mass functions and red fractions fred over time. The evolving
mass functions and red fractions are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of mass functions (top) and fractions of red galaxies (bottom). The left
column shows the model computed for the lowest density region of data Peng et al. used (in z = 3,
2, 1, 0), and the right column is computed for the densest quartile of their data (in z = 5, 3, 2, 1,
0). Top: The red lines are mass functions of mass-quenched passive galaxies, the dashed red lines
represent environment-quenched and merger-quenched passive galaxies, and the solid blue lines
show star-forming galaxies [Peng et al., 2010b]. Bottom: The models of evolving red fraction.
4.2 Sample selection and the aim of the study
The Local Cluster Substructure survey (LoCuSS) is targeted to X-ray luminous
clusters in range of redshifts 0.15 ≤ z ≤ 0.30 and the selected groups are detected
to be in the infall regions i.e. the groups are entering, falling, into a halo of a large
galaxy cluster [Haines et al., 2017]. These clusters are observed both spectroscop-
ically and photometrically in several bands during multiple surveys as summarised
in [Bianconi et al., 2017]. The list of the 23 sample clusters is in the Table 1 of
Haines et al. [2017].
The identification of the groups is done by visual inspection of the Subaru
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Telescope optical data [Bianconi et al., 2017]. The central group galaxies are iden-
tified as they are massive early-type galaxies near the center of the X-ray emission,
and the companion galaxies are selected within 3 arcmin and 1000 km s−1 from
the central galaxy [Bianconi et al., 2017]. A pair of nearby (at ∼2 arcmin and
∆v < 1000 km s−1) galaxies is treated as a central object in the cases of no clear
central galaxy.
The group member selection is verified by using peculiar velocities
|v| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣c(z − z̄)(1 + z̄)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 500 km s−1, (4.5)
where z̄ is the mean redshift of the group [Harrison and Noonan, 1979], and within
the virial radius r200 of the group [Bianconi et al., 2017]. The virial radius is esti-
mated by using X-ray luminosity LX and the scaling relation between the LX and
the virial mass following Leauthaud et al. [2010]. Five groups from [Haines et al.,
2017] are excluded as four of them are part of highly disturbed systems and one has
mass closer to a cluster than a group [Bianconi et al., 2017].
The work is done in collaboration with Matteo Bianconi from School of Physics
and Astronomy, University of Birmingham. The aim of the study is to focus on the
environmental effects to the galaxies in the dense infalling groups. The bulge-to-
disk decompositions are used in morphological classification of galaxies based on the
Sérsic index n. The shape parameters obtained from the fits are used to connect
the morphological information with the data from photometry, weak-lensing, X-ray
maps and spectral energy distributions.
4.3 Using GALFIT for a large dataset
As described in chapters 2 and 3, GALFIT is basically used for one galaxy at the
time. Doing this manually is unreasonable when considering a dataset with hundreds
of galaxies in it. The fitting process have to be automated and I do it by a script
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that creates an input file and runs GALFIT for each galaxy image in a group or a
cluster. The fitting procedure is explained in detail in the next section.
4.3.1 Fitting procedure
Following tools are used in the fitting procedure: text editor, DS9, open terminal
window, GALFIT, IRAF, python scripts galfit_parser.py and test_galfit.py
for reading the output parameters, and IDL script galscript.pro for running GAL-
FIT for a set of images.
Preparation of the data
In order to work with the script galscript.pro the data needs to be sorted accord-
ing to the galaxy clusters. All images of galaxies in a cluster are placed in the same
directory. Fitting can be done one cluster at the time instead of fitting every image
one by one.
Lists of the input file names of every cluster are created. Easiest way to do
this is ’ls’ command in terminal. For example:
ls cut_*.fits > imagenames.list,
where ’cut_*.fits’ includes all of the data .fits files.
As mentioned before, GALFIT uses some of the .fits header information. The
data image headers have to be updated as mentioned in section 3.3.4. Header
GAIN is set to 2.5, RDNOISE to 10 and EXPTIME to 1. Values of GAIN and RDNOISE
are from Subaru Telescope’s Suprime-Cam instrument parameter web page [Subaru
Telescope, NAOJ, 2009].
GALFIT needs a point spread function (PSF) image for fitting. I make PSF
images using GALFIT and the information of seeing FWHM found in .fits headers.
Seeing FWHM is given in units of arcseconds while GALFIT uses units of pixels, so
I convert FWHM to pixels.
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GALFIT produces a model image based on parameter values of components
given in the input file, when no input data image name is given in the input file.
I give GALFIT a Gaussian function component with FWHM equal to the seeing
FWHM and a sky component with the sky value of zero. Because the PSF image
should be sufficiently large to contain all of the light in PSF profile, I produce
100 × 100 pixel PSF images. Each cluster has its own PSF image due to different
seeing values.
Constraint file is used to fix the center of the exponential disk profile com-
ponent to the same coordinate as the center of the bulge Sérsic component. This
ensures that fitted models represent the bulge and disk components of the same
galaxy. Without this constraint, GALFIT could fit these components to different
objects. Used constraint files have following form:
# Component/ parameter constraint Comment
# operation (see below) range
1_2 x offset # Hard constraint: Constrains the
# x parameter for components 3, 2,
# 1, and 9 to have RELATIVE
# positions defined by the initial
# parameter file.
1_2 y offset # Hard constraint: Constrains the
# x parameter for components 3, 2,
# 1, and 9 to have RELATIVE
# positions defined by the initial
# parameter file.
Scripts
Galscript.pro: The code of this script is in Appendix A.2.1. The IDL script has a
variable ’cluster’ which is set to correct cluster name. The script needs the path of
the file with a list of input image names.
The Figure 4.2 shows schematically the method used in galscript.pro to
run GALFIT for several images. At the first step, the script reads the names of the
input images from a list. Second step is to print GALFIT input parameters to a file
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for the first image of the list. After this, the script runs GALFIT and tests if the
GALFIT output file is created. These steps are repeated until all images have been
fitted. At the end of the script, the output files are created.
1) Reading imagenames
2) Generating input file
3) Running GALFIT
4) Creating output files
Figure 4.2: The basic principle of the script galscript.pro. The red arrows indicate that the
steps 2) and 3) are repeated for each image in the cluster before proceeding to the next step.
I used the script in IDL Development Environment: IDL’s graphical user in-
terface. When using the script that way it’s important to check that IDL console is
in the correct directory.
The input file that script produces for GALFIT can be found in Appendix A.1
as an example of GALFIT input file. The zeropoint magnitude parameter value is
from data .fits headers and pixel scale is from Suprime-Cam website [Subaru Tele-
scope, NAOJ, 2009]. The size of the convolution box should be sufficiently large. I
use box size larger than both PSF image and data image.
Python scripts galfit_parser.py and test_galfit.py: These scripts are used to
gather the data from the output .fits files to catalogs. The codes are in Appendices
A.2.2 and A.2.3.
The galfit_parser.py reads the GALFIT output .fits files. The test_galfit.py
calls the parser code when it reads the parameter values from the .fits files and saves
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them to a text file.
GALFIT marks constrained parameters with braces {}. To remove these
braces, lines of code need to be added. Code is presented below. It is added to
the IF statement in FOR loop for param in comp_params.




The script test_galfit.py needs the file path to directories, so they should
be updated. It also needs cluster name to be added in the variable ’cluster’. The
name of the input file is trimmed. Number of characters to be removed have to be
updated. The script leaves only the ID number of the galaxy to the trimmed value
to the catalog.
In addition to producing the catalog, the script tests the goodness and the
reliability of the fits. The test:










if Chi2s[w] > 3000:
print ID_fc[w],’Chi^2’
elif nErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’n’
elif MAGsErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Mags’
elif MAGexpErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Mage’
elif RsErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Rs’
elif ReErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Re’
elif ArErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’AR’
prints the IDs of those galaxies that have bad initial fits. I use the χ2 values and
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errors of n indices, magnitudes, scale lengths and axis ratios as indicators of the
badness of the fit.
Fitting
Running GAFLIT with IDL script: After preparation of the data and the
scripts, the fitting can be started. It’s simply done by compiling and running the
galscript.pro IDL script.
Fitting the failed fits: The script saves the file names of the objects for which
GALFIT failed to fit the galaxy and crashed without producing an output image
block. The list is in the file called galscript.output. These objects are first
checked with DS9 and then refitted with better initial parameter values.
First the input file created by the IDL script is copied to a new file test.input:
cp galscript.input test.input
The file is opened in the text editor (I use Pico):
pico test.input
The data image of the object is opened in DS9 for visual inspection. The reason
which caused GALFIT to crash is searched and then the GALFIT input file is
updated. GALFIT is run by command:
./galfit test.input
The input and output image names should be updated to the test.input.
After fitting the objects listed in galscript.output, the list of the fit files is
updated:
ls gal2_cut_* > fits.lis
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Python script uses this list to read parameters from all of the fitted images. If this
list is not updated after fitting the crashed cases, they are left out of the file which
has the parameters saved.
If the data image is contaminated by strong artefacts and fitting can’t be done,
the name of the file is removed from the fits.lis file.
Reading the output parameters: The script test_galfit.py is run with com-
mand:
python test_galfit.py
The script saves the fitted parameters to a file and prints to terminal IDs of the
objects that have bad fits. The criteria I use are arbitrary, but they reveal large
number of fits that can be enhanced. The criteria are χ2 > 3000 and magnitude,
radius, Sérsic index and axis ratio errors greater than 1.
If there is too few objects in the cluster the script is not able to read the
parameters. Copying some of the resulting .fits images and adding them also to
fits.lis helps in this. After running the script, these excessive lines are removed
from the result file manually.
Enhancing the fits: Enhancing the fits requires individual inspection of the objects
listed by the Python script. By opening the GALFIT result image block in DS9, the
data image and the fitted model can be compared visually. This helps determining
the way to adjust the input parameters. The GALFIT output .fits files are opened
as multiple extension cube in DS9:
File → Open as → Multiple Extension Cube.
The first image is blank, second is the data image, third is the fitted model and the
last one is the residual image.
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The most usual reasons why χ2 of the fits are large, are the neighbouring
objects, bad initial parameters and in some cases artefacts. Bright objects in the
image or highly elliptical objects can cause troubles with getting good fits.
The process consists of adjusting the parameters in a text editor and running
GALFIT in terminal. Looking how the parameters evolve during iterations helps to
decide which parameters should be adjusted further. Process of getting better fits
consists quite a lot of try and error.
Finishing and moving to the next cluster: After all of the initial fits are
enhanced, the final check on the parameter values is done before starting with the
next cluster. If the final check reveals some parameters standing out as clearly too
large or somehow else anomalous, those galaxies need to be refitted. If the fit can’t
be enhanced further, it will stay as an outlier.
The fitting process is started again from the beginning when advancing to the
next cluster. The scripts need to be updated before running them. The fits are done
by running the IDL script and the problematic fits need individual fitting.
4.4 Results
The visualizations of data presented in this section are made for an article in prepa-
ration [Bianconi et al.]. The result parameters of the fits are combined with the
knowledge of the objects obtained using different methods.
The Sérsic indices of the fitted bulge components are used in the morphological
classification. The Figure 4.3 shows the classification in three wavebands. The Sérsic
indices are presented against the stellar masses of the infalling galaxies. The plots
test the Sérsic classification by comparing it to the observed photometry of these
galaxies. The blue star-forming galaxies should lie on the left side of the figure,
as the low n indicates the disk-like morphology. The ellipticals should lie near the
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upper right corner as the high stellar mass, red color and n ≈ 4 combined indicate
the elliptical galaxy type. The plots show this behaviour, so the classification based
on the n values is justified.






































































Figure 4.3: The plots show the Sérsic index against the stellar mass of the infalling group galaxies.
The color coding is in respect to restframe wavelengths: k-corrected NUV − r (left panel), u − r
middle panel and g − i (right panel). The disk-dominated galaxies (nSérsic < 2.5) and the bulge-
dominated galaxies (nSérsic > 2.5) are separated with the vertical dashed line.
Figure 4.4 compares the star-forming and non star-forming galaxies by their
axis ratios (left panel) and the bulge-to-disk ratio (right panel) as functions of clus-
tercentric radii in infalling groups. Studying the morphological information as a
function of distance from the center of the cluster gives insight to the effects of
the environment. The galaxy-galaxy interactions and mergers increase towards the
center. The left panel shows that the star-forming galaxies tend to be slightly more
elongated than the passive galaxies. However, the significance is low, so more data
is needed to derive definitive conclusions about this tendency.
The right panel of Figure 4.4 shows that the bulge-to-disk ratio of the passive
galaxies is constant through the range of clustercentric distance. The star-forming
galaxies show tiny increase of bulge luminosity towards the center of the cluster.
This also has quite low significance, so more data is needed to conclude if there
really is a rise in bulge luminosity near the core or not. The fits of both axis ratios
and bulge-to-disk ratios can suffer from projection effects, i.e. the results of the fits
can differ if the galaxies are observed from different angle. Some galaxies might
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seem more elongated if they are observed edge on instead of face on.











































Figure 4.4: The left panel shows the axis ratio versus clustercentric radius in the infalling groups.
The right panel has the bulge-to-disk flux ratio against the clustercentric radius in infalling groups.
The orange and the blue marks are for non star-forming and star-forming galaxies, respectively.
Figure 4.5 visualizes the stellar mass functions in clusters and in both infalling
and isolated groups. The stellar mass functions from the Illustris simulation [Vo-
gelsberger et al., 2014] and isolated field groups are presented for comparison to our
sample. The field groups are selected from Chandra Deep Field North and South,
COSMOS and AEGIS surveys. The figure tests the Sérsic index based classification
presented in Fig. 4.3, whether the classification is visible in stellar mass functions
as well.
The bottom panel of Figure 4.5 shows a bump dominated by elliptical galaxies
above the stellar mass function of the Illustris simulation. At this regime the dif-
ference of stellar mass functions of spirals and ellipticals is significant. The isolated
group ellipticals follow nicely the shape of stellar mass function of mass-quenched
passive galaxies presented in Figure 4.1. The infalling group galaxies and clus-
ter galaxies in the upper panels lack the difference of spirals and ellipticals, and
the bump feature in the total stellar mass function is less prominent, almost non-
existing. Deviation from the shape of quenched mass functions by [Peng et al.,
2010b] (shown in Figure 4.1) implies that the mass-quenching has no significant
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effect in the high mass ellipticals in these clusters and infalling groups.
The other obvious difference in the Figure 4.5 is the lack of low mass spirals
in cluster and infalling group galaxies compared to the field galaxies. This can be
due to the disrupting interactions these low mass spiral galaxies suffer in the dense
environment. However the LoCuSS survey has a magnitude limit M∗,K + 1.5 that
corresponds to a mass limit M∗ ≈ 2×1010 M below which the survey starts to miss
galaxies [Bianconi et al., 2017]. This leads to increasing incompleteness towards the
lower masses. The lack of the spirals is affected by the missing of the smaller objects
in the survey. Observations targeting these low mass galaxies are needed to confirm
the lack of these objects or evince that they are simply not detected by the LoCuSS
survey.
The physical process of the mass-quenching is unclear, but the phenomenon is
associated with AGNs (Active Galactic Nuclei) or some transient feature in galaxy
morphology [Peng et al., 2010b]. The inefficiency of the mass-quenching could imply
that the dense environment does not support enough the black hole growth, so the
AGN production is insufficient. The spiral galaxies tend to change morphology from
disky to elliptical as a result of mergers. This is how the high mass ellipticals are
often formed. The low number of small spirals can then cause the low number of
ellipticals.
As discussed, the fitting method and the procedure are effective to produce
morphological parameters that are significant in the scientific study of galaxy mor-
phology and environmental effects to the galaxies. The Sérsic n values from the fits
are used successfully in the morphological classification. Even though the results
presented in Figures 4.5 and 4.4 suffer from low statistics, the two component fit-
ting method and the automated fitting of a large number of objects proved to be a
practical way of producing scientifically relevant data from the observations.
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Figure 4.5: The stellar mass functions presented for spiral (blue) and elliptical (red) galaxies
in clusters (top), infalling groups (middle) and field groups (bottom). The total stellar masses
are presented in black. The shaded areas cover the 1 σ uncertainties computed following Gehrels
[1986]. The grey dashed line shows the galaxy stellar mass function from the Illustris simulation
[Vogelsberger et al., 2014].
5. Modeling galaxy field images
using GALFIT
5.1 Euclid OU SIM Validation Project
Euclid [Laureijs et al., 2011] is a space telescope mission by the European Space
Agency (ESA). It’s expected to be launched in 2020. It’s goal is to gain better
understanding of dark energy and the expansion of the Universe [Laureijs et al.,
2011].
Euclid will carry a 1.2 m aperture telescope with a near-infrared spectrometer
and photometer (NISP) and a visual imager (VIS) [Laureijs et al., 2011]. The
NISP photometry will cover the Y, J and H bands according to Laureijs et al.. A
group in Helsinki is working with the Organization Unit (OU SIM) responsible of
creating simulations to test and validate the data processing pipeline. The group is
developing validation tools that are used to validate the test data from the intricate
simulations by the OU SIM. The highly realistic OU SIM simulation data is used to
test the data reduction pipeline that is planned to be used for the real observational
data when the satellite is functional.
My project is part of the near-infrared photometry (NIP) validation. The aim
of my project is to simulate observational data with galaxylike objects in it. This
simple mock data is used to test independently the data reduction tools that the
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Helsinki group is using in the OU SIM validation. I produce galaxy field images
with catalogs listing the object coordinates, position angles and magnitudes.
5.2 Methods
The mock images are produced using GALFIT. Instead of fitting a data input im-
age, GALFIT is ran with no input image, so it generates a model image based on
initial parameters as mentioned in chapter 2. Each object is constructed with two
components. Elliptical galaxies have de Vaucouleurs and Sérsic profiles and spiral
galaxies have Sérsic and exponential disk profiles. The components of the objects
have common central coordinates.
First I model individually 25 different objects (Fig. 5.1). By adjusting the
parameter values and inspecting the result images one object at the time, I make
sure that the objects are looking realistic. This helps to understand the reasonable
ranges of the parameter values. By this insight the code for random generating large
number of objects is easier to implement.
The IDL code galscript.pro is modified so that it prints the first 25 objects
and then generates and prints given number of objects in random locations with ran-
dom structural parameter values to a GALFIT input file similar to one in Appendix
A.1. The positions are generated by code
; Generating random pixel coordinates:
fieldWidth = 2040
fieldHeight = 2040
xcoord = fieldWidth * RANDOMU(Seed, Ntargets)
ycoord = fieldHeight * RANDOMU(Seed, Ntargets)
where Ntargets is the number of objects and the xcoord and ycoord are the x and
y coordinates in units of pixels. The other structural parameters are calculated by
code
; Generating random values for Sersic n, position angle, radius, axis ratio, C0





Incl = 10 + 60 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Inclination
Nmode = 2 + 2 * FIX(3 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals))
Nmode = STRTRIM(Nmode,2)
Famp = 0.01 + 0.3 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Fourier amplitude
Fang = 180 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Fourier angle
Bamp = 0.01 + 0.6 * RANDOMU(Seed, Nspirals) ; Bending amplitude
R1 = 5 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Bar radius [pix]
R2 = 5 + 50 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Asymptotic radius
R3 = 120 + 180 * RANDOMU(Seed, Nspirals) ; Rotation to r_asympt
R4 = 0.5 + 4 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Winding scale radius
FOR j =0,Nrandom-1 DO BEGIN
C[0,j] = -0.2 + 0.5 * RANDOMU(Seed,1)






where RANDOMU is a function that generates uniform random numbers, Nspirals is
the number of spiral galaxies to be generated and Nrandom is the number of all of
the galaxies to be generated randomly, both ellipticals and spirals. The parameters
are generated using ranges of values that GALFIT can calculate without numerical
errors and the result pleases the eye. For example Nmode is the number of the Fourier
mode which effectively determines the number of the spiral arms in the spiral galaxy.
It is set so that the Nmode will be 2, 4 or 6.
After generating the GALFIT input file, the script runs GALFIT using that
file and calls Python script Tablegenarator.py to print coordinates, magnitudes
and position angles to a catalog. The codes of these scripts are in Appendices A.2.4
and A.2.5.
The readout noise and Poisson noise are added afterwards using IRAF task
mknoise. The value for the readout noise is the same value as Euclid Collaboration
uses in the more sophisticated, complex observation data simulation. The same
IRAF task is used to produce cosmic rays to the image. The cosmic ray model
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of the mknoise is ellipsoidal and Gaussian [STSCI, ndb], so the added cosmic rays
represent direct hits to a CCD by the high energy cosmic particles. Stripes that
are caused by the cosmic rays hitting a CCD in an angle close to the plane of the
detector, are not modeled to the images.
5.3 Results
The produced mock data is used at first steps on using Source Extractor (SExtractor)
software. The Euclid Collaboration has highly sophisticated OU-SIM simulation
data images that are used in the validation of Euclid data analysis software, but my
work is useful as an independent test data in the development of the validation tools
by the Euclid group in Helsinki to validate the software producing this simulated
data.
Figure 5.1 presents the first 25 objects made one by one. There is both elliptical
and spiral galaxies with high variety in brightness, size, shape and position angle.
The components of the ellipticals are affected by boxyness/diskyness parameter
C0. The spiral galaxies have different inclination angles and shapes of the spiral
structure.
Figure 5.3 is one of the over 30 images of the produced simulated galaxy fields.
The image has 400 objects including the objects in Figure 5.1. The rest of the objects
are generated automatically. The ratio of the number of ellipticals and spirals is close
to the fraction of massive galaxies based on morphology in low redshifts [Conselice,
2014]: 70% of the randomly generated objects are ellipticals.
The noise added to the model images can be seen in Figure 5.2. The grainy
appearance comes from the added Poisson and readout noise. The GALFIT image
is completely smooth before the added noise. The image shows also morphologically
different ellipticals and three spirals. Some of the objects are overlapping due to the
randomed positions.
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Figure 5.1: The 25 individually generated different galaxies in a grid. The dimmest objects are
barely visible.
Figure 5.2: The close up from the Fig. 5.3 which shows couple of galaxies with more detail. The
noise generated to the image is also more visible.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated galaxy field image with 400 objects. 375 of them are generated ran-
domly. There can be seen elliptical and spiral galaxies with different shapes, position angles and
brightnesses.
6. Conclusions
GALFIT is a versatile tool for galaxy research. It’s capable of highly detailed multi-
component fitting as well as fits with single or two components. It can be even used
for simulating image data as showed above in chapter 5. Even though complicated
fits include lots of try and error, simple fits can be implemented for a large sample
and run GALFIT for all of them at the same time.
The sample of X-ray group member spiral galaxies in the CANDELS fields
is not yet fully fitted and analysed. However, the 9 objects are fitted in all of the
available wavebands and various methods are used to study their structure and
morphology. The statistics are insufficient for declaring any claims about galaxy
evolution. The fitting process needs some improvement to get better and more
comparable data from the fits of the every object in the sample. Because the obser-
vational data does not cover all of the u, g, r and i bands for every object, I suggest
suitable HST filters (Appendix A.3.3) to be used to get them covered.
The large sample of galaxies in the infalling groups in the LoCuSS survey is
successfully fitted with bulge and disk components. I run GALFIT with a script, so
that all of the galaxies in the same group or cluster is fitted at a single run. The
results are used in morphological classification based on the Sérsic index n. The clas-
sification is valid as the tests indicate. The analysis indicates that the star-forming
galaxies are more elongated than the passive galaxies in these infalling groups. Most
curiously results imply that the mass-quenching does not have significant effect in
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this kind of environment. However the survey misses objects particularly at the low
masses, so we are lacking some information.
My part in the Euclid project include an application of GALFIT to a task
it’s not particularly designed for. Instead of fitting image data I produce simulated
images with galaxylike objects in it. The result images with the catalogs are used
as an independent test data in the validation tool development.
Learning to use GALFIT and the insight I gained during the summer 2016
in the project with the CANDELS data were valuable and essential to modify and
automate the fitting process to the needs of both projects during the summer 2017.
In the future I will use this experience further. Analysis of the sample of the spiral
galaxies in the CANDELS fields needs to be finished. For this I will revise the fitting
method to gain better and more comparable results. The detailed fits can be used
to measure the ratio of symmetrical and asymmetrical components and calculating
values for the CAS parameters introduced in the section 1.3. The stellar populations
of these galaxies can be studied by SED fitting. I will also take part in the publishing
of the intriguing results of the LoCuSS infalling groups. I could also contribute to
the Euclid OU SIM validation project by comparing the OU SIM images to the real
observational images by fitting them using similar fitting procedure with GALFIT.
A. Appendix
A.1 Example GALFIT input file
==========================================================================
# IMAGE and GALFIT CONTROL PARAMETERS
A) ’imagename’ # Input data image (FITS file)
B) gal2_’imagename’ # Output data image block
C) none # Sigma image name (made from data if blank or "none")
D) psf_’,cluster,’.fits # Input PSF image and (optional) diffusion kernel
E) 1 # PSF fine sampling factor relative to data
F) none # Bad pixel mask (FITS image or ASCII coord list)
G) constraints.txt # File with parameter constraints (ASCII file)
H) 1 50 1 50 # Image region to fit (xmin xmax ymin ymax)
I) 160 160 # Size of the convolution box (x y)
J) 33.630 # Magnitude photometric zeropoint
K) 0.20 0.20 # Plate scale (dx dy) [arcsec per pixel]
O) regular # Display type (regular, curses, both)
P) 0 # Choose: 0=optimize, 1=model, 2=imgblock, 3=subcomps
# INITIAL FITTING PARAMETERS
#
# For component type, the allowed functions are:
# sersic, expdisk, edgedisk, devauc, king, nuker, psf,
# gaussian, moffat, ferrer, and sky.
#
# Hidden parameters will only appear when they’re specified:
# Bn (n=integer, Bending Modes).
# C0 (diskyness/boxyness),
# Fn (n=integer, Azimuthal Fourier Modes).
# R0-R10 (coordinate rotation, for creating spiral structures).
# To, Ti, T0-T10 (truncation function).
#
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------
# par) par value(s) fit toggle(s) # parameter description
# -------------------------------------------------------------------------
# Component number: 1
0) sersic # Component type
1) 25 25 1 1 # Position x, y
3) 21.0 1 # Integrated magnitude
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4) 6.0237 1 # R_e (effective radius) [pix]
5) 2. 1 # Sersic index n (de Vaucouleurs n=4)
6) 0.0000 0 # -----
7) 0.0000 0 # -----
8) 0.0000 0 # -----
9) 0.843 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)
10) 0.2400 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]
#C0) 0 1 # Diskyness(-)/Boxyness(+)
Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)
# Component number: 2
0) expdisk # Component type
1) 25 25 1 1 # Position x, y
3) 21.0 1 # Integrated magnitude
4) 6.5157 1 # R_s (disk scale-length) [pix]
5) 0.0000 0 # -----
6) 0.0000 0 # -----
7) 0.0000 0 # -----
8) 0.0000 0 # -----
9) 0.863 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)
10) 0.7506 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]
Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)
# Component number: 3
0) sky # Component type
1) 0.7700 0 # Sky background at center of fitting region [ADUs]
2) 0.000e+00 1 # dsky/dx (sky gradient in x) [ADUs/pix]
3) 0.000e+00 1 # dsky/dy (sky gradient in y) [ADUs/pix]






; This script runs GALFIT for set of FITS files. It first reads the
; input FITS from a list. The script generates a GALFIT input file.
; Then the script runs GALFIT and repeats the process. The script
; checks if the GALFIT’s output image exists or not. If GALFIT has
; failed to fit and produce output image, the script writes a report
; of it to its own output file.
; #################################################################
; Reading the name of the input FITS from a file:
starttime = SYSTIME() ; Start time of the run
CLOSE, 1 ; Closing a file that can possibly be open already.




; Open the file with input image names.
file = FILEPATH(’imagenames.list’,ROOT_DIR=[’~’],SUBDIRECTORY=[’locuss’,cluster])
OPENR, lun, file, /GET_LUN
; Read one line at the time and save to array
imagenames = ’’
line = ’’
WHILE NOT EOF(lun) DO BEGIN & $
READF, lun, line & $
imagenames = [imagenames,line] & $
ENDWHILE
; Close the file and free the file unit
FREE_LUN, lun
samplesize = SIZE(imagenames,/N_ELEMENTS) -1 ; Number of the filenames.
; (minus 1 because of the indexing)
; #################################################################
; #################################################################
; Loop for generating GALFIT inputfile and running GALFIT.
; Each iteration contains the inputfile generation and GALFIT run.
; Open file for script output. Problems will be saved here.
scriptfile = FILEPATH(’galscript.output’,ROOT_DIR=[’~’],SUBDIRECTORY=[’locuss’,cluster])
OPENW, lun2, scriptfile, /GET_LUN
; Print date to scripts output file.
PRINTF, lun2, ’# ’+starttime+’ #’
; #################################################################
; #################################################################




FOR i =1,samplesize DO BEGIN
; --------------------------
; Open the file.
galfitfile = FILEPATH(’galscript.input’,ROOT_DIR=[’~’],SUBDIRECTORY=[’locuss’,cluster])
OPENW, lun, galfitfile, /GET_LUN
imagename = imagenames[i]
; Generating a GALFIT input file (same parameter values than test.input)
; #################################################################
PRINTF,lun, ’================================================================================’
PRINTF,lun, ’# IMAGE and GALFIT CONTROL PARAMETERS’
PRINTF,lun, ’A) ’,imagename,’ # Input data image (FITS file)’
PRINTF,lun, ’B) gal2_’,imagename,’ # Output data image block’
PRINTF,lun, ’C) none # Sigma image name (made from data if blank or "none")’
PRINTF,lun, ’D) psf_’,cluster,’.fits # Input PSF image and (optional) diffusion kernel’
PRINTF,lun, ’E) 1 # PSF fine sampling factor relative to data’
PRINTF,lun, ’F) none # Bad pixel mask (FITS image or ASCII coord list)’
PRINTF,lun, ’G) constraints.txt # File with parameter constraints (ASCII file)’
PRINTF,lun, ’H) 1 50 1 50 # Image region to fit (xmin xmax ymin ymax)’
PRINTF,lun, ’I) 160 160 # Size of the convolution box (x y)’
PRINTF,lun, ’J) 33.630 # Magnitude photometric zeropoint’
PRINTF,lun, ’K) 0.20 0.20 # Plate scale (dx dy) [arcsec per pixel]’
PRINTF,lun, ’O) regular # Display type (regular, curses, both)’
PRINTF,lun, ’P) 0 # Choose: 0=optimize, 1=model, 2=imgblock, 3=subcomps’
PRINTF,lun, ’ ’
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PRINTF,lun, ’# INITIAL FITTING PARAMETERS’
PRINTF,lun, ’# ’
PRINTF,lun, ’# For component type, the allowed functions are:’
PRINTF,lun, ’# sersic, expdisk, edgedisk, devauc, king, nuker, psf,’
PRINTF,lun, ’# gaussian, moffat, ferrer, and sky.’
PRINTF,lun, ’# ’
PRINTF,lun, ’# Hidden parameters will only appear when they"re specified:’
PRINTF,lun, ’# Bn (n=integer, Bending Modes).’
PRINTF,lun, ’# C0 (diskyness/boxyness),’
PRINTF,lun, ’# Fn (n=integer, Azimuthal Fourier Modes).’
PRINTF,lun, ’# R0-R10 (coordinate rotation, for creating spiral structures).’
PRINTF,lun, ’# To, Ti, T0-T10 (truncation function).’
PRINTF,lun, ’# ’
PRINTF,lun, ’# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------’
PRINTF,lun, ’# par) par value(s) fit toggle(s) # parameter description’
PRINTF,lun, ’# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------’
PRINTF,lun, ’ ’
PRINTF,lun, ’# Component number: 1’
PRINTF,lun, ’0) sersic # Component type’
PRINTF,lun, ’1) 25 25 1 1 # Position x, y’
PRINTF,lun, ’3) 21.0 1 # Integrated magnitude’
PRINTF,lun, ’4) 6.0237 1 # R_e (effective radius) [pix]’
PRINTF,lun, ’5) 2. 1 # Sersic index n (de Vaucouleurs n=4)’
PRINTF,lun, ’6) 0.0000 0 # -----’
PRINTF,lun, ’7) 0.0000 0 # -----’
PRINTF,lun, ’8) 0.0000 0 # -----’
PRINTF,lun, ’9) 0.843 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)’
PRINTF,lun, ’10) 0.2400 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]’
PRINTF,lun, ’#C0) 0 1 # Diskyness(-)/Boxyness(+)’
PRINTF,lun, ’Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)’
PRINTF,lun, ’ ’
PRINTF,lun, ’# Component number: 2’
PRINTF,lun, ’0) expdisk # Component type’
PRINTF,lun, ’1) 25 25 1 1 # Position x, y’
PRINTF,lun, ’3) 21.0 1 # Integrated magnitude’
PRINTF,lun, ’4) 6.5157 1 # R_s (disk scale-length) [pix]’
PRINTF,lun, ’5) 0.0000 0 # -----’
PRINTF,lun, ’6) 0.0000 0 # -----’
PRINTF,lun, ’7) 0.0000 0 # -----’
PRINTF,lun, ’8) 0.0000 0 # -----’
PRINTF,lun, ’9) 0.863 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)’
PRINTF,lun, ’10) 0.7506 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]’
PRINTF,lun, ’Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)’
PRINTF,lun, ’ ’
PRINTF,lun, ’# Component number: 3’
PRINTF,lun, ’0) sky # Component type’
PRINTF,lun, ’1) 0.7700 0 # Sky background at center of fitting region [ADUs]’
PRINTF,lun, ’2) 0.000e+00 1 # dsky/dx (sky gradient in x) [ADUs/pix]’
PRINTF,lun, ’3) 0.000e+00 1 # dsky/dy (sky gradient in y) [ADUs/pix]’




; Close the file and free the file unit
FREE_LUN, lun
; Give command to run GALFIT
command = ’./galfit ’+galfitfile
SPAWN, command & PRINT, imagename, i
; Testing if GALFIT has created the output file.
; If not, print report to script’s output file.
result = FILE_TEST(’gal2_’+imagename)
IF result NE 1 THEN BEGIN
PRINT, ’File gal2_’+imagename+’ has not been created.’









; Print end date to script’s output file.
PRINTF, lun2, ’# ’+SYSTIME()+’ #’
endtime = SYSTIME() ; End time of the run.
PRINTF, lun2, ’# Remember to update "fits.lis" after fitting these. #’




; Give command to create a input file for script test_galfit.py
command2 = ’ls gal2_cut* > fits.lis’
SPAWN, command2 & PRINT, ’fits.lis file created’
END
A.2.2 Galfit_parser.py
# This module will read in the galfit best fit values and uncertainties
#
from astropy.io import fits
’’’
to create an object containing galfit results,
use obj = GalfitResult(’<output block fits file>’)









takes in the fits header from HDU 3 (the galfit model) from a galfit output file
and the component number to extract
"""
#checks
assert component_number > 0
assert "COMP_" + str(component_number) in galfitheader
self.component_type = galfitheader["COMP_" + str(component_number)]
self.component_number = component_number
headerkeys = [i for i in galfitheader.keys()]
comp_params = []
for i in headerkeys:
if str(component_number) + ’_’ in i:
comp_params.append(i)
for param in comp_params:
val = galfitheader[param]
#we know that val is a string formatted as ’result +/- uncertainty’
#if val is fixed in GalFit, it is formatted as ’[result]’
paramsplit = param.split(’_’)
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# If there’s some numerical error, should output a warning (*)










This class stores galfit results information
INPUT:




init method for GalfitResults. Take in a string that is the name
of the galfit output fits file
"""
hdulist = fits.open(galfit_fits_file)
#now some checks to make sure the file is what we are expecting
#print len(hdulist)




for i in galfitheader[’COMMENT’]:
galfit_in_comments = galfit_in_comments or "GALFIT" in i
assert True == galfit_in_comments
assert "COMP_1" in galfitheader
#now we’ve convinced ourselves that this is probably a galfit file
self.galfit_fits_file = galfit_fits_file















#find the number of components
num_components = 1 #already verified above
while True:
if "COMP_" + str(num_components + 1) in galfitheader:









import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib import rc





import numpy as np
from matplotlib.ticker import FuncFormatter
import csv
from matplotlib.patches import Rectangle
from mpl_toolkits.axes_grid1 import make_axes_locatable
from scipy import spatial
from scipy import stats
import pylab
import pyfits
import pandas as pd
from matplotlib.colors import LogNorm
from matplotlib.mlab import griddata
from scipy.ndimage.filters import gaussian_filter
import re
from math import atan2,degrees
from scipy import interpolate
import matplotlib as mpl
import galfit_parser
from galfit_parser import GalfitComponent
from galfit_parser import GalfitResults





gc = pd.read_csv(dir_cat+str(cluster[0])+cat, sep=’\s+’, header=’infer’, na_values=[’nan’],






rdr = csv.reader(filter(lambda row: row[0]!=’#’, fp1), delimiter=’,’, quotechar=’|’,
skipinitialspace=True)
ID = []
























for i in range(len(ID)):
galfitres = galfit_parser.GalfitResults(ID[i])
comps = galfitres.num_components




mags = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID))
mags_err = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID))
mage = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID) )
mage_err = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID))
n = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID) )
n_err = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID) )
re = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID) )
re_err = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID) )
rs = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID))
rs_err = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID))
sky = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID) )
sky_err = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID))
ar = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID))
ar_err = np.array([-99.00] * len(ID) )
ID_f = [-99.00] * len(ID)
ID_f = [item for item in ID_out for k in range(comps)]
for x in range(comps):
x += 1
comp_num = getattr(galfitres, ’component_’+str(x))
comp_type = getattr(comp_num, ’component_type’)
# print str(comp_type)
# print x
if str(comp_type) == "sersic":
mags[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’mag’)
mags_err[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’mag_err’)
n[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’n’)
n_err[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’n_err’)
re[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’re’)
re_err[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’re_err’)
ar[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’ar’)
ar_err[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’ar_err’)
elif str(comp_type) == "expdisk":
mage[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’mag’)
mage_err[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’mag_err’)
rs[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’rs’)
rs_err[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’rs_err’)
elif str(comp_type) == "sky":
sky[x] = getattr(comp_num, ’sky’)



















magsc = list(filter(lambda x: x > 0, magsc))
mags_errc = list(filter(lambda x: x != -99, mags_errc)) #> 0, mags_errc ))
magec = list(filter(lambda x: x > 0, magec))
mage_errc = list(filter(lambda x: x != -99, mage_errc)) #> 0, mage_errc))
nc = list(filter(lambda x: x > 0, nc))
n_errc = list(filter(lambda x: x != -99, n_errc)) #> 0, n_errc))
rec = list(filter(lambda x: x > 0, rec ))
re_errc = list(filter(lambda x: x != -99, re_errc)) #> 0, re_errc))
rsc = list(filter(lambda x: x > 0, rsc))
rs_errc = list(filter(lambda x: x != -99, rs_errc)) #> 0, rs_errc))
arc = list(filter(lambda x: x > 0, arc))
ar_errc = list(filter(lambda x: x != -99, ar_errc)) #> 0, ar_errc))
ID_fc = ID_fc[0][:][0::3]










if Chi2s[w] > 3000:
print ID_fc[w],’Chi^2’
elif nErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’n’
elif MAGsErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Mags’
elif MAGexpErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Mage’
elif RsErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Rs’
elif ReErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’Re’
elif ArErr[w] > 1:
print ID_fc[w],’AR’
np.savetxt("galfit_comps2_"+str(cluster[0])+".txt", np.c_[map(int,ID_fc), np.array(magsc),
np.array(mags_errc), np.array(nc), np.array(n_errc), np.array(rec), np.array(re_errc),
np.array(arc), np.array(ar_errc), np.array(magec), np.array(mage_errc), np.array(rsc),
np.array(rs_errc), np.array(chi2c), np.array(chi2_redc)], header=’ID MAGsersic
MAGsersic_ERR n n_err Re Re_err AR AR_err MAGexp MAGexp_ERR Rs
Rs_err Chi2 Chi2_Red’,delimiter=’ ’, fmt=" %i " + " %.3f "*14)





; Insert RA DEC coordinates in degrees for pixel in x=0, y=0
InitCoord = FLTARR(1,2)
InitCoord[0,0] = 25.47 ; RA
InitCoord[0,1] = -12.47 ; DEC






starttime = SYSTIME() ; Start time of the run
PRINT, ’Start: ’+starttime
CLOSE, 1 ; Closing a file that can possibly be open already.
; Work directory
dir = "OUsimValidation"
; Number of galaxies
Ntargets = 200
NtargetsString = STRTRIM(Ntargets, 2)
; Generating random pixel coordinates:
fieldWidth = 2040
fieldHeight = 2040
xcoord = fieldWidth * RANDOMU(Seed, Ntargets)
ycoord = fieldHeight * RANDOMU(Seed, Ntargets)
; Magnitudes of the components
MAG = FLTARR(2,Ntargets)
MAG25 = [ [20, 23],[21, 23],[22.6040, 23.5535],[19.6040, 20.5535],[20.04, 19.74],$
[19, 17],[25, 25],[19, 18],[17.49, 17.87],[20.24, 21.31],[19, 21],[22, 22],$
[21, 21],[24, 24],[20.9, 21.46],[18, 17.3],[17, 17],[16.8, 16.7],[24, 24],$
[22.9, 22.6],[22, 22.5],[21, 21.4],[19.98, 20.8],[19, 19.6],[20.8, 19.7] ]
; Position angles of the components
PA = FLTARR(2,Ntargets)
PA25 = [ [4.0, 4.0 ],[47.04, 47.04 ],[3.5644, 4.4393],[33.5644, 49.4393],[-247.0, -250.0],$
[-18.0, -18.0],[-87.0, -87.0],[72.0, 72.0],[146.8, 146.0],[-157.43, -150.8],$
[98.0, 88.0],[89.0, 89.0],[0.0, 89.0],[78.0, 72.0],[7.04, 0.04],[97.0, 89.0],$
[297.0, 295.0],[97.0, 97.0],[7, 9],[0.04, 0.04],[119.04, 28.04],[119.04, 9.04],$
[1.04,1.04],[89.04, 1.04],[7.0, 47.0] ]
; Magnitude values to a single array






; Filling rest of the parameters with random values
;
FOR k = 25,Ntargets-1 DO BEGIN
MAG[0,k] = 17 + 10 * RANDOMU(Seed,1)
MAG[1,k] = 17 + 10 * RANDOMU(Seed,1)
PA[0,k] = 180 * RANDOMU(Seed,1)
PA[1,k] = PA[0,k]+5*RANDOMU(Seed,1)
ENDFOR
; Number of galaxies to randomgenerate
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Nrandom = Ntargets-25
; Number of ellipticals and spirals
Ndens = 0.7 ; Number density of ellipticals as percentage of all targets
Nellipses = FIX(Ndens*Nrandom)
Nspirals = Nrandom - Nellipses
;print, Nrandom, MAG
; Open the file.
galfitfile = FILEPATH(’galaxyfield.input’,ROOT_DIR=[’~’],SUBDIRECTORY=[’Euclid’,dir])
OPENW, lun, galfitfile, /GET_LUN
; Generating a GALFIT input file (same parameter values than test.input)
; #################################################################
PRINTF,lun, "================================================================================"
PRINTF,lun, "# IMAGE and GALFIT CONTROL PARAMETERS"
PRINTF,lun, "A) # Input data image (FITS file)"
PRINTF,lun, "B) Sky30.0_randField_",NtargetsString,".fits # Output data image block"
PRINTF,lun, "C) none # Sigma image name (made from data if blank or none)"
PRINTF,lun, "D) none # Input PSF image and (optional) diffusion kernel"
PRINTF,lun, "E) 1 # PSF fine sampling factor relative to data"
PRINTF,lun, "F) none # Bad pixel mask (FITS image or ASCII coord list)"
PRINTF,lun, "G) none # File with parameter constraints (ASCII file)"
PRINTF,lun, "H) 1 ",fieldWidth," 1 ",fieldHeight," # Image region to fit (xmin xmax ymin ymax)"
PRINTF,lun, "I) 160 160 # Size of the convolution box (x y)"
PRINTF,lun, "J) ",Mag_zero," # Magnitude photometric zeropoint"
PRINTF,lun, "K) 0.300 0.300 # Plate scale (dx dy) [arcsec per pixel]"
PRINTF,lun, "O) regular # Display type (regular, curses, both)"
PRINTF,lun, "P) 0 # Choose: 0=optimize, 1=model, 2=imgblock, 3=subcomps"
PRINTF,lun, ""
PRINTF,lun, "# INITIAL FITTING PARAMETERS"
PRINTF,lun, "#"
PRINTF,lun, "# For component type, the allowed functions are:"
PRINTF,lun, "# sersic, expdisk, edgedisk, devauc, king, nuker, psf,"
PRINTF,lun, "# gaussian, moffat, ferrer, and sky."
PRINTF,lun, "#"
PRINTF,lun, "# Hidden parameters will only appear when they’re specified:"
PRINTF,lun, "# Bn (n=integer, Bending Modes)."
PRINTF,lun, "# C0 (diskyness/boxyness),"
PRINTF,lun, "# Fn (n=integer, Azimuthal Fourier Modes)."
PRINTF,lun, "# R0-R10 (coordinate rotation, for creating spiral structures)."
PRINTF,lun, "# To, Ti, T0-T10 (truncation function)."
PRINTF,lun, "#"
PRINTF,lun, "# ------------------------------------------------------------------------------"




PRINTF,lun, "# Column 1: x=100"
PRINTF,lun, "###############################################################################"
PRINTF,lun, "# Component number: 1"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) sersic # Component type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[0]," ",ycoord[0]," 1 1 # Position x, y"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) 20 1 # Integrated magnitude"
PRINTF,lun, " 4) 4. 1 # R_e (effective radius) [pix]"
PRINTF,lun, " 5) 1.3 1 # Sersic index n (de Vaucouleurs n=4)"
PRINTF,lun, " 6) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 7) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 8) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 9) 0.79 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)"
PRINTF,lun, " 10) 4 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]"
PRINTF,lun, " #B1) 0.9 1"
PRINTF,lun, " Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)"
PRINTF,lun, " "
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PRINTF,lun, " # Component number: 1"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) expdisk # Component type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[0]," ",ycoord[0]," 1 1 # Position x, y"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) 23 1 # Integrated magnitude"
PRINTF,lun, " 4) 8.0 1 # R_s (disk scale-length) [pix]"
PRINTF,lun, " 5) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 6) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 7) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 8) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 9) 0.856 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)"
PRINTF,lun, " 10) 4 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]"
PRINTF,lun, " R0) power # PA rotation func. (power, log, none)"
PRINTF,lun, " R1) 2. 1 # Spiral inner radius [pixels]"
PRINTF,lun, " R2) 20. 1 # Spiral outer radius [pixels]"
PRINTF,lun, " R3) 320. 1 # Cumul. rotation out to outer radius [degrees]"
PRINTF,lun, "R4) 0.03 1 # Asymptotic spiral powerlaw"
PRINTF,lun, "R9) 5. 1 # Inclination to L.o.S. [degrees]"
PRINTF,lun, "R10) 94 1 # Sky position angle"
PRINTF,lun, "B1) 9 1 # Bending mode 1 amplitude"
PRINTF,lun, "B2) 0.03 1 # Bending mode 2 amplitude"
PRINTF,lun, " Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)"
PRINTF,lun, "###############################################################################"
PRINTF,lun, ""
PRINTF,lun, "# Component number: 2"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) sersic # Component type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[1]," ",ycoord[1]," 1 1 # Position x, y"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) 21. 1 # Integrated magnitude"
PRINTF,lun, " 4) 8. 1 # R_e (effective radius) [pix]"
PRINTF,lun, " 5) 4. 1 # Sersic index n (de Vaucouleurs n=4)"
PRINTF,lun, " 6) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 7) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 8) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 9) 0.59 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)"
PRINTF,lun, " 10) 47.04 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]"
PRINTF,lun, " #B1) 0.9 1"
PRINTF,lun, " Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)"
PRINTF,lun, " "
PRINTF,lun, "# Component number: 2"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) expdisk # Component type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[1]," ",ycoord[1]," 1 1 # Position x, y"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) 23. 1 # Integrated magnitude"
PRINTF,lun, " 4) 6.0 1 # R_s (disk scale-length) [pix]"
PRINTF,lun, " 5) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 6) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 7) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 8) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 9) 0.56 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)"
PRINTF,lun, " 10) 47.04 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]"
PRINTF,lun, " F2) 0.6 20 1 1 # Az. Fourier mode 2, amplitude and phase angle"
PRINTF,lun, " R0) log # PA rotation func. (tanh, sqrt, log, linear, none)"
PRINTF,lun, "R1) 1. 1 # bar radius [pixels]"
PRINTF,lun, "R2) 2. 1 # 96% asymptotic radius (i.e. at 96% of tanh rotation)"
PRINTF,lun, "R3) 95. 1 # cumul. coord. rotation out to asymp. radius [degrees]"
PRINTF,lun, "R4) 4. 1 # Logarithmic winding scale radius [pixels]"
PRINTF,lun, "R9) 79. 1 # Inclination to L.o.S. [degrees]"
PRINTF,lun, "R10) -45. 1 # Sky position angle"
PRINTF,lun, "B1) 2.9 1 # Bending mode 1 (shear)"












; If Ntarget GT 25, more galaxies are generated:
IF Nrandom GT 0 THEN BEGIN
; Generating random values for Sersic n, position angle, radius, axis ratio, C0




Incl = 10 + 60 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals)
Nmode = 2 + 2 * FIX(3 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals))
Nmode = STRTRIM(Nmode,2)
Famp = 0.01 + 0.3 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Fourier amplitude
Fang = 180 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Fourier angle
Bamp = 0.01 + 0.6 * RANDOMU(Seed, Nspirals) ; Bending amplitude
R1 = 5 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Bar radius [pix]
R2 = 5 + 50 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Asymptotic radius
R3 = 120 + 180 * RANDOMU(Seed, Nspirals) ; Rotation to r_asympt
R4 = 0.5 + 4 * RANDOMU(Seed,Nspirals) ; Winding scale radius
FOR j =0,Nrandom-1 DO BEGIN
C[0,j] = -0.2 + 0.5 * RANDOMU(Seed,1)
C[1,j] = -0.2 + 0.5 * RANDOMU(Seed,1)
AR[0,j] = 0.3+0.8* RANDOMU(Seed,1)
AR[1,j] = 0.3+0.8*RANDOMU(Seed,1)






FOR m =0,Nellipses-1 DO BEGIN
PRINTF,lun, "###############################################################################"
PRINTF,lun, "# Component number: N"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) sersic # Component type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[25+m]," ",ycoord[25+m]," 1 1 # Position x, y"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) ",MAG[0,25+m]," 1 # Integrated magnitude "
PRINTF,lun, " 4) ",Re[0,m]," 1 # R_e (effective radius) [pix]"
PRINTF,lun, " 5) ",SersicN[m]," 1 # Sersic index n (de Vaucouleurs n=4) "
PRINTF,lun, " 6) 0.0000 0 # ----- "
PRINTF,lun, " 7) 0.0000 0 # ----- "
PRINTF,lun, " 8) 0.0000 0 # ----- "
PRINTF,lun, " 9) ",AR[0,m]," 1 # Axis ratio (b/a) "
PRINTF,lun, " 10) ",PA[0,25+m]," 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]"
PRINTF,lun, "C0) ",C[0,m]," 0 # traditional diskyness(-)/boxyness(+)"
PRINTF,lun, " Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)"
PRINTF,lun, ""
PRINTF,lun, " # Component number: N deVaucouleur function"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) devauc # Object type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[25+m]," ",ycoord[25+m]," 1 1 # position x, y [pixel]"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) ",MAG[1,25+m]," 1 # total magnitude "
PRINTF,lun, " 4) ",Re[1,m]," 1 # R_e [Pixels]"
PRINTF,lun, " 9) ",AR[1,m]," 1 # axis ratio (b/a) "
PRINTF,lun, " 10) ",PA[1,25+m]," 1 # position angle (PA) [Degrees: Up=0, Left=90]"
PRINTF,lun, " C0) ",C[1,m]," 0 # traditional diskyness(-)/boxyness(+)"
PRINTF,lun, " Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)"
PRINTF,lun, "###############################################################################"
ENDFOR
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IF Nspirals GT 0 THEN BEGIN
FOR w =0,Nspirals-1 DO BEGIN
;MAG[0,25+Nellipses+w] = 1 + MAG[0,25+Nellipses+w]
MAG[1,25+Nellipses+w] = 1 + MAG[1,25+Nellipses+w]
PRINTF,lun, "###############################################################################"
PRINTF,lun, "# Component number: N+1"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) sersic # Component type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[25+Nellipses+w]," ",ycoord[25+Nellipses+w]," 1 1 #Position x, y"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) ",MAG[0,25+Nellipses+w]," 1 #Integrated magnitude"
PRINTF,lun, " 4) ",Re[0,Nellipses+w]," 1 #R_e (effective radius) [pix]"
PRINTF,lun, " 5) ",SersicN[Nellipses+w]," 1 #Sersic index n (de Vaucouleurs n=4)"
PRINTF,lun, " 6) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 7) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 8) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 9) ",AR[0,Nellipses+w]," 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)"
PRINTF,lun, " 10) ",PA[0,25+Nellipses+w]," 1 #Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0,Left=90]"
; PRINTF,lun, " B1) 0.9 1"
PRINTF,lun, " Z) 0 # Skip this model in output image? (yes=1, no=0)"
PRINTF,lun, " "
PRINTF,lun, "# Component number: N+1"
PRINTF,lun, " 0) expdisk # Component type"
PRINTF,lun, " 1) ",xcoord[25+Nellipses+w]," ",ycoord[25+Nellipses+w]," 1 1 #Position x,y"
PRINTF,lun, " 3) ",MAG[1,25+Nellipses+w]," 1 # Integrated magnitude"
PRINTF,lun, " 4) ",Re[1,Nellipses+w]," 1 # R_s (disk scale-length) [pix]"
PRINTF,lun, " 5) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 6) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 7) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 8) 0.0000 0 # -----"
PRINTF,lun, " 9) ",AR[1,Nellipses+w]," 1 # Axis ratio (b/a)"
PRINTF,lun, " 10) ",PA[1,25+Nellipses+w]," 1 # Position angle (PA) [deg: Up=0, Left=90]"
PRINTF,lun, "F",Nmode[w],") ",STRTRIM(Famp[w],2)," ",STRTRIM(Fang[w],2)," 1 1 # F2,a,phi"
PRINTF,lun, " R0) log # PA rotation func. (tanh, sqrt, log, linear, none)"
PRINTF,lun, "R1) ",R1[w]," 1 # bar radius [pixels]"
PRINTF,lun, "R2) ",R2[w]," 1 # 96% asymptotic radius (i.e. at 96% of tanh rotation)"
PRINTF,lun, "R3) ",R3[w]," 1 # cumul. coord. rotation out to asymp. radius [degrees]"
PRINTF,lun, "R4) ",R4[w]," 1 # Logarithmic winding scale radius [pixels]"
PRINTF,lun, "R9) ",Incl[w]," 1 # Inclination to L.o.S. [degrees]"
PRINTF,lun, "R10) ",90+PA[1,25+Nellipses+w]," 1 # Sky position angle"
PRINTF,lun, "B1) ",Bamp[w]," 1 # Bending mode 1 (shear)"










command = ’./galfit ’+galfitfile
SPAWN, command
; ####################################
; # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
; Time to generate some CATALOGS!
; Calculating total integrated magnitudes of each object







FOR z =0,Ntargets-1 DO BEGIN
TOTALMAG[z] = -2.5 * ALOG10(10^(-0.4*MAG[0,z])+10^(-0.4*MAG[1,z]))
RA[z] = xcoord[z] * 0.3 /(60*60) ; RA in degrees: pixel coordinate times pixel scale
; ["/pix] divided by seconds times minutes.
DEC[z] = ycoord[z] * 0.3 /(60*60) ; DEC in degrees: pixel coordinate times pixel scale
; ["/pix] divided by seconds times minutes.
RA[z] = InitCoord[0,0] - RA[z] ; RA increases to left
DEC[z] = InitCoord[0,1] + DEC[z] ; DEC increases to up
MEANPA[z] = 0.5 * (PA[0,z] + PA[1,z]) ; Mean position angle of the objects
PAerr[z] = 1/SQRT(2) * SQRT(0.5*((PA[0,z] - MEANPA[z])^2+(PA[1,z] - MEANPA[z])^2))
ENDFOR
;print, RA,DEC,MEANPA,PAerr
; # # # # # # # # # # # #
; Generating txt file with x [pis], y [pix], RA, DEC and Mag
txttablefile = FILEPATH(’randField.txt’,ROOT_DIR=[’~’],SUBDIRECTORY=[’Euclid’,dir])
OPENW, lun2, txttablefile, /GET_LUN
FOR q =0,Ntargets-1 DO BEGIN





; Close the script’s output file and free the file unit.
FREE_LUN, lun2
; # # # # # # # # # # # #
;Generating txt file containing information to fits header
txtheaderfile = FILEPATH(’headerinfo.txt’,ROOT_DIR=[’~’],SUBDIRECTORY=[’Euclid’,dir])
OPENW, lun3, txtheaderfile, /GET_LUN
PRINTF, lun3, STRING(sky,FORMAT=’(D0.2)’)," ",STRING(dx,FORMAT=’(E11.2)’)," ",$
STRING(dy,FORMAT=’(E11.2)’)," ",NtargetsString," 0.3 1.0 1.0"
FREE_LUN, lun3
; # # # # # # # # # # # #
; Generating FITS table file
command2 = ’rm randField_catalog.fits’ ; Remove existing output .fits table
SPAWN, command2
command3 = ’python tablegenerator.py’ ; run Python script to produce output .fits table
SPAWN, command3 ; ’randField_catalog.fits’





from astropy.io import fits
import numpy as np
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A.3 Results of the fits of the CANDELS sample
A.3.1 RGB images of data and GALFIT models
Figure A.1: The RGB image of the object 29_3 composed with data images in the left and the
GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
Figure A.2: The RGB image of the object 3124_3 composed with data images in the left and
the GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
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Figure A.3: The RGB image of the object 3124_5 composed with data images in the left and
the GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
Figure A.4: The RGB image of the object 3124_6 composed with data images in the left and
the GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
Figure A.5: The RGB image of the object 3124_11 composed with data images in the left and
the GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
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Figure A.6: The RGB image of the object 3167_2 composed with data images in the left and
the GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
Figure A.7: The RGB image of the object 3167_4 composed with data images in the left and
the GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
Figure A.8: The RGB image of the object 3167_6 composed with data images in the left and
the GALFIT models in the right. The filters from red to blue are: F160, F814 and F606.
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A.3.2 Images of the GALFIT models
Figure A.9: The observed images of the object 3124_3 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with Sersic components and the sky estimate. The
right column shows the residual image. The used filters are in order from top to bottom: F160W,
F125W, F814W and F606W.
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Figure A.10: The observed images of the object 3124_5 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with 2 Sersic components and the sky estimate.
The right column shows the residual image. The used filters are in the following order from top to
bottom: F160W, F125W, F814W and F606W.
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Figure A.11: The observed images of the object 3124_6 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with 4 Sersic components, an exponential disk
component, gaussian central component and the sky estimate. The right column shows the residual
image. The used filters are in the following order from top to bottom: F160W, F125W, F814W
and F606W.
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Figure A.12: The observed images of the object 3124_8 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with 5 Sersic components, an exponential disk
component and the sky estimate. The right column shows the residual image. The used filters are
in the following order from top to bottom: F160W, F125W, F814W and F606W.
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Figure A.13: The observed images of the object 3124_11 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with 4 Sersic components, an exponential disk
component and the sky estimate. The right column shows the residual image. The used filters are
in the following order from top to bottom: F160W, F125W, F814W and F606W.
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Figure A.14: The observed images of the object 3167_2 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with multiple Sersic components, an edge-on
exponential disk components and the sky estimate. The right column shows the residual image.
The used filters are in the following order from top to bottom: F160W, F125W, F814W and
F606W.
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Figure A.15: The observed images of the object 3167_4 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with multiple Sersic components and the sky
estimate. The right column shows the residual image. The used filters are in the following order
from top to bottom: F160W, F125W, F814W and F606W.
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Figure A.16: The observed images of the object 3167_6 are displayed in the left column. The
middle column is the GALFIT models obtained with multiple Sersic components, exponential disk
component with spiral structure and the sky estimate. The right column shows the residual image.
The used filters are in the following order from top to bottom: F160W, F125W, F814W and
F606W.
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A.3.3 Filters that cover ugri colors of the sample galaxies
Object ID u g r i
113_162 F775W/F814W F105W F130N F160W1
113_182 F775W/F814W1 F105W F130N F160W1
113_192 F775W/F814W1 F105W F130N F160W1
113_202 F775W/F814W1 F105W F130N F160W1
131_102 F606W1/F350LP F845M/F814W1 F105W1 F132N
131_92 F606W1/F350LP F845M/F814W1 F105W1 F132N
16_92 F475W/F467M F680N/F689M F845M/F814W1 F105W
17_13 F555W/F200LP F850LP F098M F110W
18_242 F680N/F689M F098M F125W1 F140W
18_382 F680N/F689M F098M F125W1 F140W
18_402 F680N/F689M F098M F125W1 F140W
210_10 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
210_32 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
227_32 F547M/F606W F814W1 F105W1 F140W
229_12 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W1/F110W F140W
229_232 F625W/F606W1 F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
229_52 F625W/F606W1 F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
229_62 F625W/F606W F850LP1 F125W1/F110W F140W
229_72 F625W/F606W1 F850LP1 F125W/F110W F140W
229_92 F625W/F606W1 F850LP1 F125W1/F110W F140W
28_12 F606W/F350LP F845M/F814W1 F105W F140W
28_42 F606W/F350LP F845M/F814W1 F105W F140W
29_102 F606W1/F350LP F814W1 F105W1 F140W
29_12 F606W1/F350LP F814W1 F105W1 F140W
29_22 F606W/F350LP F814W1 F105W1 F140W
29_32 F606W1/F350LP F814W1 F105W1 F140W
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Object ID u g r i
3124_112 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
3124_32 F438W F625W/F606W1 F755W/F814W1 F105W
3124_52 F438W F625W/F606W1 F755W/F814W1 F105W
3124_62 F438W F625W/F606W1 F755W/F814W1 F105W
3124_82 F438W F625W/F606W F755W/F814W F105W
3167_22 F475W F600LP F850LP F105W
3167_42 F475W F600LP F850LP F105W
3167_62 F475W F600LP F850LP F105W
3167_72 F475W F600LP F850LP F105W
3210_152 F625W/F606W1 F850LP F125W1/F110W F140W
3210_182 F625W/F606W1 F850LP F125W1/F110W F140W
3227_7 F438W/F475W F600LP F814W F105W
3289_10 F475X/F555W F600LP F098M F125W
3289_9 F475X/F555W F600LP F098M F125W
392_4 F475X/F555W F600LP F850LP F125W/F105W
392_8 F475X/F555W F600LP F850LP F125W/F105W
432_12 F475X/F555W F600LP F850LP F105W/F105W
432_13 F475X/F555W F600LP F850LP F105W/F105W
438_32 F606W1/F350LP F850LP F105W F140W
438_52 F606W1/F350LP F850LP F105W F140W
438_62 F606W1/F350LP F850LP F105W F140W
438_82 F606W1/F350LP F850LP F105W F140W
447_1 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
447_4 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
447_5 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
447_7 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
447_8 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
455_16 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
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Object ID u g r i
455_4 F625W/F606W F850LP F125W/F110W F140W
458_22 F625W/F606W1 F600LP F105W F110W
458_62 F625W/F606W1 F600LP F105W F110W
459_11 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_12 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_17 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_18 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_19 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_24 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_25 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_27 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_2 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_3 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_5 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
459_8 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
460_13 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
460_15 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
460_17 F438W F625W/F606W F775W/F814W F105W
460_192 F438W F625W/F606W1 F775W/F814W1 F105W
Table A.1: The HST filters that cover best the restframe u, g, r and i bands. The Object ID
has form: [group ID]_[galaxy], where the group ID is unique number of the galaxy group which
member the object is and galaxy is the ordinal number of the object in its group. Columns u, g,
r and i are the name(s) of the filter(s) that cover the corresponding band. The filter coverages
[Rodrigo et al., nd] are compared with the calculated redshifts of the restframe bands.
1The filter is used in making the RGB images of the object.
2The object has a RGB image.
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